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Geography

The Use o f the Interactance Equation fo r Estimating Potential Airline
Passenger Traffic Betmeen City Pairs in Alaska (160 pp.)
Director: Jeffrey A. Gritzner

The grauity model is a useful technique of mide applicability that
analyzes the movement of phenomena within a certain region. It
mathematically forecasts the influence of population centers and their
distance upon the flow o f transport. Specifically, the analysts of tra ffic
flows by the interactance equation provides a refined illustration of the
amount of interaction occurring between two areas. The interactance
equation predicts the relative amount of group interaction within
specific probability limits, given the size o f the interacting populations,
the distance between them, the specific or socioeconomic indices, and
the total time of interaction. This thesis reviewed a specific application
of the gravity model and the techniques employed therein: the study
evaluated the correlation between several predictions o f the
interactance formula and actual air passenger tra ffic between selected
city pairs in Alaska, during a specified twelve month period.
The use of the interactance equation fo r estimating potential airline
passenger tra ffic between city pairs in Alaska had not yet been
thoroughly investigated. Air travel is Alaska's principal passenger
transport system due to the state's size, topography, and distribution
of population. The gravitational projection of the air tra ffic potential
between two destinations could thus be useful fo r the planning o f air
transportation in Alaska, providing guidance and support to planners,
analysts, and local airlines in evaluating the entent to which
intercommunity air passenger tra ffic potentials ore being realized and
deriving levels o f tra ffic resulting from changes in service.
The obtained results indicated a positive correlation, ranging from r =
0.70 to 0.97 and significant at the 0.01 level, between the expected
interaction according to several predictions of the interactance formula
and the actual observed passenger counts. The data support the
suitability of the interactance equation as a theoretical prediction
device and u tility in the management of the transportation of
passengers via scheduled air service in Alaska.
11
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CMPTER I
IN TI0DUCTION

fl. Statement of the research plan

The goal of this thesis mas to determine the usefulness of the
interactance equation in assessing the potential air passenger traffic
betmeen selected city pairs in Alaska. In order to achieue that aim, the
study inuolued the deuelopment of an interactance formulation: uarious
sociological measures of mass, specific socioeconomic indices, and
direct airline distances betmeen city pairs mere employed. The
correlation betmeen predictions of the interactance formula mith actual
air passenger counts during the calendar year 1990 mas computed and
graphically depicted uia a scatter diagram, and the uariances
determined. The ualidity of using an adjusted interactance equation as
a method for estimating the theoretical uolume of air passenger traffic
betmeen city pairs in Alaska, and its application as an approach for
eualuatlon and management control, mere assessed.

B. The grauity model and interactance equation

Geographers are concerned mith the spatial distribution of a mide
spectrum of phenomena. The analysis of spatial distributions inuariably
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emphasizes on interaction component, such as the enistence or creation
of a flour of people between two locations.* Models of geographic
relationships and interaction between population centers describe the
flows through which these places utilize the geographical
complementarities in a particular spatial system, and present Insights
about mouements and spatial arrangements.
The grauity model is a simple, useful technique of wide
applicability that analyzes the movement of phenomena within a
certain region. It mathematically forecasts the influence of population
centers and their distance upon the flow of transport. The grauity
concept of human interaction proposes that the interaction between
two geographical areas of human actiuity is created by the population
masses of the two areas, and that a friction against this interaction is
caused by the space ouer which the interaction must take place. 2 This
relationship is mathematically enpressed as:
le -lP U lP 2 i
D
1 oissflii. Gunner, Pirience nn< Humon interaction. BiDiiogrophy Series, number
2, Reglonel Science Reseerch Institute, Phllodelphla, Pennsgluonia, 1965, p. I.
Rumen Interectlon cen here be defined es action betmeen people tune are
stimulating each other and responding to each other (Dodd, Stuart Carter, "The
Interactance Hypothesis - n Grauity Model Fitting Physical Masses and Human Groups."
Bmerlcen Sociological Beutem. uolume 15,1950, p. 255; and Cavanaugh, Joseph Baron,
Formulation. Bnaiysts and Testing of the interactance Hypothesis. B Dissertation,
Unluerslty ofUlashington, 1950, p. 161.
2 Carrothers. Gerald fl. P., "An Historical Reuieui of the Gravity and Potential
Concepts of Human Interaction". Journal of The Bmertcan Institute of Planners, volume
22. 1956 p. 94: and Cochran, Douglas Lessel, Bn Evaluation of the lise of Gravitational
Formulae for Estimating Potential BIr Passenger Traffic Oetiveen City Pairs, fl
Dissertation, University of Oregon, June. I960, p. 5.
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inhere:

le : the eKpected Interectlon;
PI, P2 ; the populations of any two groups;
D : the distance between the two interacting
populations.

The hypothesis is based on the following assumptions: (1) to produce
interaction, indiuiduals must directly or indirectly communicate with
each other; (2) the interaction between two population aggregates will
obscure the pecularities of indiuidual behavior; (3) group averages of
human interaction ore predictable on the basis of mathematical
probability; (4) the potential for movement generated by an individual
at a given origin is inversely proportional to reaching the destination;
and (5) the friction against this transportation is directly proportional
to the intervening physical distance between the individual and the
destination.3 The model is thus adequate for measuring interactions
over unit time for areas with similar intensities of activities, where the
effect of distance varies uniformly over geographic space. It is
possible, however, that under the influences of varying socioeconomic
environments, interaction among different groups of people Is subject
to forces other than the sheer numerical influence of population and

3 Carrothert, Cereld fl. P.. "An Hlttorlcel Review of the Gravity and Potential
Concepts of Humon Interaction*. Journal of The Rmerlcan Institute of Planners, uolume
22.1956. p. 94.
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distance, and that the exciusiue use of the aforementioned dimensions
may conceal important differences betmeen regions.
The analysis of traffic flams by the interoctonce equotion
provides a refined illustration of the amount of interaction occurring
betmeen tmo areas. The interactance equation introduces additional
variables as modifiers of the basic gravitationai dimensions, in order to
account for the socioeconomic differences in various geographical
areas that affect the interaction. The underlying hypothesis postulates
that the potential interaction for a given interval of time betmeen tmo
populations varies directly mith the product of some measure of the
tmo populations and mith the socioeconomic homogeneity betmeen
each group, and inversely mith some function and pomer of the
intervening distance betmeen the tmo aggregates. In notation the
hypothesis is defined as:
i e - [(PIKIim(P2)(l211
T
0*

mhereby the operational definitions are as folloms:
le : the relative theoretical amount of interaction expected by
the hypothesis, stated as the interoctonceindeH\
PI, P2 : the population of any tmo groups, expressed in units of
persons or alternative sociological measures;
I I , 12 : the specific socioeconomic levels of interaction pertaining
to each population, introduced as meighting factors to
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equate the heterogeneity of the groups in uarious
geographical areas;
0* : the distance between the two interacting populations,
functioning as an indeu of friction. The euponent indicates the
uniformity of interaction density, and in the present study
specifically reflects the transferability of passengers and
auailablllty of transport;
T : the length of time in which the number of interactions has
been observed.

C. Components of the interactance equation

a. The interactance indeu, le
This indeu represents the ratio eupressed by the siu dimensions,
namely the size of the interacting populations, their intervening
distance, the time of interacting, and the socioeconomic variations
pertaining to each constituent. This figure eupresses the relative
theoretical amount of interacting and does not signify the actual
amounts of eupected interaction. Its utility comprises observable
indices and computable components, thus facilitating euact quantitative
testing by the closeness and goodness of fit.

b. The populations, PI and P2
These two factors reflect the groups of interacting persons
defined as distinct popuiation concentrations, and has conventionally
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been equoted with the populotion size of cities or stotes in uorious
geogrophicol locations because of data auailability. Several studies
have maintained, however, that the appropriate measure of population
depends on the class of interaction anticipated, and it is suitable that
PI and P2 reflect only those subgroups of a population that actually
take part in the interaction, rather than the entire population.^ In
eHomining air passenger traffic flows, for eKomple, the coefficient of
correlation between the predicted and observed number of air
passengers between a city pair might be improved via the use of
alternative sociological measures of population that symbolize those
persons who utilize the respective airports, because the numerical
populations of urban areas do not delineate the substantive populations
that may make use of air transportation services at a particular airport.
The conjoint affect of the population sizes of the two
Interacting cities upon the volume of travel is equal to the population
product in the following manner 1) the population sizes of the two
Interacting cities mutually influence the number of trips participated in
by pair relationships, one person In the city of origin who travels and
one person in the city of destination to whom the trip is being taken; 2)
the greoter the number o f possible pairs, the more numerous are
relationships Initiating travel; and 3) the number of all possible pairs
between two cities is equivalent to the product of the two populations.
Because the larger portion of all trips In intercity traffic comprises pair

^ Olsson, Cunnor, Dlftamce and Humon Intenictloii. Bibliography Series, number
2, Regional Science Research Institute, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1965, p. 54.
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to poir relationships, the population product estimates closely for this
influence of populotion size.s

c. The specific leuels of interaction, II and 12
These components represent adjusting factors that are
introduced into the grauity equation as multipliers of the population
concentrations in order to account for regional differences in
socioeconomic conditions that may raise or depress the interaction
eHomtned. The specific leuels may be euplalned as a measure of an
indiuidual s capacity for sociological interaction. It is inferred that each
person has an equal probability of partaking in a specific type of
interaction as any other person.
The influence euerted by a location often exceeds or falls short
that which would be considered by the uncompounded formulation of
the grauity concept. The frequency of interactions ouer a giuen distance
between an origin and destination depends in part on their social and
economic attributes, such as income, education, sex, age, and
occupation. The diuerse social and economic compositions of city
populations therefore affect the number of interactions between city
pairs. The uariations in degree of influence which result from these
distinct socioeconomic characteristics of the aggregates are signified
and empirically measured uia the assignment of specific muttiplicatiue
weights for the city populations in the interactance equation.

5 licit, Fred Ctiortes, "Soclologicoi Relotionsmp of Truffle to Populotion and
DIttance.' Traffic Quarterly. 1954, pp. 126-130.
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The two indices of specific leuels ore constants porticulor to
eoch group, for o giuen closs of interaction in o giuen population and
time frame, and are established os the per capita socioeconomic
actiuity of that unit.^ If a different characteristic of a group raises the
predictance correlation between the eupected interactance as
stipulated by the interactance equation (ie) and the directly obserued
interacting (lo), the uariabie is accepted as a significant specific ieuel in
the interactance formulation, ibithin a homogenous population
possessing a common ieuel of actiuity, the testing of particular
uariables will achieue a differential of unity and will not influence the
amount of interaction for practical purposes. Conuerseiy, the
differences may be substantial along with the euamined uariables
significantly modifying interaction patterns as designated by the
equation.

d. The space dimension, 0%
This factor eupresses distance and may be indicated in spatial
units such as miles, transport cost, ease of access or time of trauel
wheneuer these units measure the effect of distance in regulating
flows more fouorably than a linear treatment. If the distance
component is defined in physical units, the range of distance for which
a particular mode of traffic is competitiue must be considered.

6 Dodd. Stuart Carter, "The Interactance Hypothetli - A Grauity Model Fitting
Physical Mosses and Human Groups." American Sociological Reuleui. uolume 15,1950, p.
247.
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Rn effective uietv of distance in the eKamination of traffic
flows may be achieved via modifying linear measures by time saved,
differential cost, and schedule frequency and quality in areas where
alternate modes of transportation are available and are within a
contending distance range. For instance, a time-cost measure of
distance may be especially suitable in evaluating intra urban traffic for
which punctuality is of significant concern. However, the alteration of
the distance variable negates the simplicity of the interactance
equation, and defining distance via a social term introduces topological
difficulties when mapping the distribution of distances between
points.?
The dimension of distance is enpressely geographic in that it
comprises the concept of distribution. Distance affects the flow of
traffic for a variety of reasons. Money, time, and effort constitute
valuable and scarce resources applicable to the majority of the
population and are thus inclined to be apportioned to the entent that
the most interaction is generated involving the least enpenditure. The
greater the distance between two centers of population, the greater
the cost, time, and personal effort required of persons to undertake the
journey, fls distance increases, therefore, fewer individuals will be
prepared to travel, ond the probability will diminish that a person will
develop an interest in other persons and that a relationship between a
potential pair of persons will become established, thus leading to a trip.

? Chorley, Richard J. and Peter Raggett, Models in Geography. Published by
Methuen and Company, Ltd.. London, Great Britain, 1967, p. 56D.
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The situetion of 0 in the denominator of the interoctonce
equotion reinforces the resistance if the intervening distance is large
and decreases the friction if 0 is small.» Although the inuerse-linear
function has conuentionally been utilized to represent the influence of
distance, a better fit betmeen the model and the data may be rendered
uihen the distance factor is raised to some pomer other than unity,
suggesting that the potential for population movement betmeen places
does not decrease regularly as distance increases. The relationship
betmeen traffic and distance may not be an inuerse-linear one and the
impact of distance on the specific interaction not become uniform.»
As a result of empirical testing, uarious distance enponents,
ranging from 0.5 to 3.0, haue produced more accurate predictions of
actual interaction. Several studies haue indicated the exponent to vary
according to the mode of transportation involved in the interaction.*»
The Civil Aeronautics Administration, for example, determined the
inverse-linear function as most appropriate for intercommunity air
transport in their study on the influence of popuiation characteristics
upon the volume of airline traffic." A high exponent indicates that

» Cavonougti, Joseph moron, Formulotlon. mnolysls ond Teshnq of the
interoctonce Hppolhesis. n Dlstertotion, university of ivoslilngton, 1950. p. 121.
» Dodd, Stuart Corter, "The Interoctonce Hypothesis - R Crovity Model Fitting
Physlcol Masses and Human Groups." Hmertcan Sociological Reuleui. volume 15,1950,
pp. 245-256.
10 Disson, Cunnor. Oistonce and Human interaction. BIbiiogrophy Series, number
2, Regional Science Research Institute, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1965, pp. 59 and 60.
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mouements ore diminished with an increase in distance from the origin
and reflects a greater relatiue difficulty of interacting betmeen tmo
populations. The figure is small mhen it is manageable to moue from
city to city and distance constitutes only a minor barrier to the
interhuman interaction inuestigated.

e. The time dimension, T
This dimension signifies the length of time during mhich the
number of interacts are obserued, and may be held constant if all the
obseruing occurs in one period. The interactance hypothesis assumes
that the period used for calibration is a typical period during mhich the
relationships identified remain constant. The majority of research
employing the interactance equation has euamined data collected for
one or more months of obserued data, therefore permitting the
influence of seasonal uariation upon traffic floms and preuenting a
generalized indication of the specific situation.

f.The interacting, lo
This factor is not included in the interactance equation, homeuer
it refers to the amount of actual obserued interacts, and may comprise
any type of communication betmeen tmo persons mhen clustered into
units for euamining, regardless of its quality or form (I. e. mhether it is
cooperating, competing, or conflicting).

' 1 Civil Aeronoutlcs fldminlttratlon. Airline Passengers. Revised Edition.
Government Printing Office, Ufastilngton. D. C., 1951.
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The dosses of Interaction that have been analyzed have
Included, although are not restricted to, traueling uta bus, rail, and air
transportation between cities; passenger automobiles by states or
counties entering a city, national park, and crossing state boundaries;
visiting between communities, and states; migrating from communities
to other communities; commuting between the city center and the
suburbs; moving household goods via moving vans between cities;
shipment of cargo via railway between cities; sending written
communications between communities; telephone conversations
between communities; transfers of money between cities; attending
colleges or universities from other states; and newspaper circulation
from the point of publication^^

D. The application; Alaska aviation

The Interactance hypothesis Is a theoretical concept that
proposes the factors determining the quantity of an observed empirical
group interaction predicated on quantitative mathematical principles,
and provides a basis with which data may be applied to aid In traffic
flow analysis.
In this thesis, the above described analysis has been restricted to
one mode of interaction, namely air passenger transportation. It was

<2 Cetfenauoh. Joteph Aaron. Formulation. Bnalytls and Testing of Ihe
interectaace HupotiiesU. A Olsferlatlon, Ifniuersity of Washington, 1950. pp. 19 and 20.
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hypothesized thot oir passenger traffic uolume is a function of
demographic, socioeconomic, and air service characteristics. The use of
the interactance equation for estimating potential airline passenger
traffic between city pairs throughout the state of Alaska had not yet
been sufficiently investigated.*^ Air travel is Alaska's principal
passenger transport system because of the state's size, topography,
and distribution of population. The intercity trip is the fundamental unit
of total air passenger traffic. Traffic volumes of only moderate or low
volume are considered of vital importance when the isolation of the
populations served and distances covered are weighed, large sums are
contributed annually toward traffic counts to develop estimates of
potential aviation traffic serving as a basis for airport upgrading,
expansion, and new facility construction. The gravitational projection of
potential air passenger traffic between city pairs could thus be useful
for the planning of air transportation in Alaska, providing guidance and
support to planners, analysts, and local airlines in problem definition,
analysis, and decision making such as the need for new airline routes
and schedule preparation. By estimating the air traffic potential
between two destinations, the interactance equation could evaluate

*3 j.T . Cray and «I.P. Roufe utilized the gravity model to measure rural air
service demand betiueen flioskon communities possessing 500 or less Inhabitants In
the orctlc/ivestem ond the northern portion of the Interior transport regions during
the third quarter of 1979 (Cray, John T. ond J. Phillip Rome, The Economic Dimensions
and Feoslbilitu of Scheduled fllr Seruice In Rural Rlosko. Institute of Social and
Economic Research, Unluerslty of Alaska, Rnchorage, Alaska, May, 1961). The
eHomlnotlon employed the total observed passenger traffic ^
as opposed
to the absolute origin and destination counts utilized In this thesis os o more valid
variable. The 1979 study Is further detolied in Chapter II. B..
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the entent to which Intercommunity oir passenger traffic potentials are
being realized, project traffic levels resulting from service changes,
propose alternative service patterns, optimize enisting aircraft traffic,
and forecast airline revenues under proposed operating schedules.

E. Purpose of the study

Although there exist individual idiosyncrasies pertaining to traffic
estimates, informed Judgment based on a sound theory is necessary to
deveiope estimates regarding the flow of traffic between cities. If the
volume of traffic between populations can be forecasted within stated
limits of probability using the interactance theory, this approach could
be applied as a valuable predictive device. The relative simplicity of the
underlying quantitative relationships makes this method suitable to be
used by individuals with limited time and resources, whose primary
duty is not transport analysis. The interactance technique does not
require large quantities of data, utilizes observable and accessible
indices that are collected on a regular and ongoing basis, computation
of the formula and quantitative testing of the results are straight
forward, and the forecasting model Is flenible enough to account for
the factors underlying traffic volumes that may be subject to change.
It is the objective of this thesis to review the gravity and other
potential parameters of interaction and the techniques employed
therein. The study empirically evaluated the correlation between
several predictions of the interactance formula and actual air
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passenger traffic between selected city pairs in Alaska, during a
specified twelve month period.
The coefficient of correlation measured the relative relationship
between the eupected interaction and the observed counts of air
passengers at origin and destination. Each of the socioeconomic
measures introduced into the interactance formula produced different
coefficients of correlation for each distance exponent examined. The
correlation coefficient increasingly approached unity and became more
meaningful as the components of interaction became well determined,
measured, and combined. A high correlation coefficient indicated a
strong association between the formulated interaction and actual
intercity air passenger traffic in Alaska. A research finding of lacking
relationship between the hypothesized variables signified the possible
presence of historical or local overlaying factors**, that certain
pertinent factors have not been sufficiently investigated, poorly
measured variables, or the existence of random variation within the
system, thus providing valuable insights within the context of the study
matrix.
The significance of the calculated relationship between variables
was statistically tested and a scatter diagram was constructed to
graphically depict each computed correlation. Possible factors that
might explain the variance between the expected and observed air

14 Dodd, Stuort Carter. The Interactance Hypothesis * R Gravity Model Fitting
Physical Masses and Human Groups." Rmertcan Sociological flevlem. uolume IS, 1950, p.
246.
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passenger mouements were eKomined. The suitability of using on
adjusted interactance equation as a method for measuring the air
traffic potential between city pairs in Alaska, was assessed.
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CMPTEI II

DEVELOPMENT OF TOE INTEOOCTONCE EQOOTION

A. Basic concepts and derivation

The universal laiv of gravitation, developed by Isaac Neivton in
1665, states that "any tivo particles of matter attract one another with
a force directly proportional to the product of their masses, and
inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them."*^
The early concepts linking gravity and human interaction, such as the
P/0 relationship postulated by H. C. Carey'* and E. G. Ravenstein'? that
appertains to the interaction between one community and many others,
and the PaPb/0 concept of G. K. Z ip f* and J. Q. Stewart'" which

'5 Hammond, Robert and Patrick S. McCullagh, QuantitatloeTechnique# In
Deoqraphg: An Introduction. Published by Duford Unluerslty Press, second edition,
1978, p. 503.
I* Corey, H. C.. Principles of Social Science. Published by «I. B. LIpplncott end Co..
uolume I , Philadelphia, 1850.
'7 Rauenstein, E. C., "The Lams of Migration." Journal Roual Statistical
Association, uolume 43, 1885, pp. 167-235.
' * ZIpf, George Kingsley, Human Behaulor and the Principle of least Effort.
Published by Addison-IVesley Press, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1949.
Stemart, J. Q., "Demographic Graultatlon: Euldence ond Applications."
sociometnj. uolume 11 , 1948, pp. 31-58; and Ibid., "Empirical Mathematical Rules
Concerning the Distribution and Equilibrium of Population." The Geographical Reuleui.
uolume 37, 1947, pp. 461-405.
17
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concerns itself uilth octions between mony Indiulduel poirs of cities,
were developed os o social counterpart to Newton's physical law of
nature.
The earliest known formulation of the social gravity concept was
proposed by H. C. Carey in 1858.^0 Carey postulated that social and
physical phenomena are together founded on the Newtonian law of
gravitation, and stated: "The great law of Molecular Gravitation is the
indispensable condition of the ewistence of being known as man....The
greater the number collected in a given space, the greater is the
attractive force that is there eHerted....6ravitation is here In the direct
ratio of the mass, and the inverse one of d istan ce."^!
Carey's general gravitational theory of human interaction,
established as the P/D relationship, comprises the most general form of
the gravity model and the consequent interaction equation. The
formulation refers to a ratio between the dimensions of population and
distance and hypothesizes that a significant portion of societal
behavior relates to these basic factors. During the latter half of the
19th century, E. G. flavenstein and C. C. Youngzz utilized the P/D concept

20 Carey. H. C., Princioiet of Social Science. Putillshed by J. B. LIpplncott ond Co.,
uolume I,Philadelphia, 1S58.
21 Ibid., pp. 41 -43. Reference quoted from Carrolhers, Gerald R. P., *Rn
Historical Reuleiu of the Groulty and Potential Concepts of Human Interaction." Journal
of the American Institute of Planners, uolume 22.1956, p. 94; ond Cochran. Douglas
Lessel, Bn Eualuatlon of the Use of Crointatlonal Formulae for Estimating Potential fllr
Passenoer Traffic Betiueen City Pairs, fl Dissertation. Unluerslty of Oregon. June. 1960,
pp. 15 and 16.
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in their empirical eKaminations of migration. In 1885, Rauenstein
presented data suggesting that migratory mouement is directed toward
cities of large population and that the amount of mobilization is
curtailed with increasing distance between the origin of migration and
the "center of absorption." Rauenstein expressed this notion in the
following quotation: "Migrants enumerated in a certain centre of
absorption will consequently grow less with the distance and
proportionately to the natiue population which furnishes them....The
process of dispersion Is the inuerse of that of absorption and exhibits
similar features."Z3The related mathematical relationship is indicated
as:
aMb - f(Pa)/Dab

where:

aMb : the migration from origin b to center of absorption a;
f(Pa) : a function of the population of a;
Dab : the distance between origin b and center a.

22 Young, E. C.. The Mouement of Farm Population. Cornell Rgrlculturol
EHpertmentol Stotlon Bulletin, number 425. Ithlco, New York. 1924.
23 Rauenstein, E. G.. "The Lows of Migration." Journal Rogal Stntlstlcol
Rsscclation. uolume 43,1685, pp. 167-235. Reference quoted from ZIpf, George
KIngseiy. Human Behaulor and the Principle of least Effort. Published by RddlsonlUesieg Press. Inc.. Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1949, pp. 386 and 556; Cauonaugh,
Joseph Raron, Formulation. Rnalysis and Testing of the Interactance Hypothesis. R
Dissertation. Unluerslty of Ufashlngton. 1958, p. 25; and Cochran, Douglas Lessel. Rn
Eualuatlon of the Use of Graultatlonal formulae for Estimating Potential Rlr Passenger
Traffic Between City Pairs. R Dissertation, Unluerslty of Oregon, June, I960, p.16.
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In 1924, Young undertook similor studies In his attempt to
eKpiicote migration, end, in the course, refined the P/D principle of
grauitotionel ottrection related to social interaction. He suggested that
the relative amount of farm migration from several individual origins to
a particular destination is modified directly by the "force of attraction"
of the destination and Inversely so via the square of the intervening
distance between the place of beginning and destination.^^ The relation
may be described as:
aMb - k[Za/0ab2]

where:

2a : the force of attraction of destination a;
k: a constant of proportionality.

In 1929, UIJ. Reilly applied the theory of gravitation to the
delimitation of retail areas. This formulation of the gravity concept of
human interaction enamined the comparative strength of attractive
forces acting upon an individual with adequate access to both trade
centers, rather than the interaction between the centers. Specifically,
the empirical relationship embraced by Reilly's "law of Retail

24 Young, E. C., The Mouement of Farm Pooulotlon. Cornell Rgricuftural
EHperfmental Stotlon Bulletin, number 425, ithica, Neui York, 1924. Reference from
Corroihers, Cerald R. P., *fln Hlttoricol Reuleiu of the Groulty and Potential Concepts of
Human Interaction.” Journal of the Rmerlcan Institute of Planners, uolume 22,1956, p.
95: ond Cochran, Douglas Lessel. Rn Eualuatlon of the Use of Graultatlonal Formulae for
Estimating Potential Rlr Passenger Traffic Betiueen City Pairs. R Dissertation.
Unluerslty of Oregon, June, 196B, p. 16.
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SmuitQtion" stated that a trade centeruiill attract retail trade from an
individual in its surrounding territory uiith a force that is directly
comparable to the population size of the retail center and in inverse
proportion to the square of the distance auiay from the center.^s
fl sociological employment of the gravitational hypothesis uias
offered by H. S. Bossard in 1932, who empirically analyzed the function
of distance as a factor in marriage selection between 5000 pairs of
persons In Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This research was concerned with
the estimated force of attraction and not with the volume of trips
generated. Bossard observed that the percentage of marriages
decreased regularly with the increasing distance of premarriage
residence of the partners, and demonstrated a linear relationship of the
data plotted on a scatter diagram.z^
to. fl. Chandler, in 1950, Investigated the distance between the

place of residence and the points of pedestrian accidents. The distance

25 Reilly, lUllllam J., The Latv of Retail Craimatlon. Published by Ulllllam J. Reilly
Co., Neiv Vortc, 1931. Reference from Carrothers, Gerald R. P.. "Rn Hlstodcal Reuleiv of
the GretPily and Potential Concepts of Human Interaction." J o u rn a l of the A m e ric a n
Institute of Planners, uolume 22. 1956, p. 95; and Cochran. Douglas Lessel. Rg
evaluation of the Use of Graultatlonal Formulae for Estlmatlna Potential Rlr Passenger
Traffic Between City Pairs, fl Dissertation, Unluerslty of Oregon, June, i960, p. 17.
2* Bossard, J. H. S., "Residential Propinquity as a Factor In Marriage Selection."
Rmerlcan Journal Of Sociology, uolume 38, number 2, September, 1932, pp. 219-244.
Reference from Carrothers, Gerald A. P.. "An Historical Reuleiu of the Gravity and
Potential Concepts of Human Interaction." Journal of the Rmerlcan Institute of
Planners, uolume 22,1956. p. 95; Cavanaugh, Joseph Aaron, Formulation. Rnalusis and
Testing of the Interactance Hypothesis. A Dissertation, University of tUashlngton, 1950,
p. 38; and Cochran. Douglas Lessel, Rn Evaluation of the Use of Gravitational Formulae
for Estimating Potential Rlr Passenger Traffic Between CItu Pairs. A Dissertation,
University of Oregon. June, 1968, pp. 17 and 18.
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between 264 pedestrian uehicie Occidents ond the pieces of residence
of the uictims, plotted on o scotter diogrom ogoinst the frequency of
Occidents, euhibited o high correlation. Chondler contended on inuerse
proportionality between the distance of a pedestrian from his residence
and the frequency of Occidents.^?
In the 1940s, the principle of grauitational attraction reloted to
human interaction was generalized and shown to correspond to the
ideas inherent in the original formulation proposed by Corey. In like
manner, G. K. Zipf of Horuord Uniuersity ond J. Q. Stewart of Princeton
suggested a direct analogy between observed social phenomena and
physical laws of Newtonian physics. Stewart postulated that the
concepts of force and energy in physics have their counterparts in
social interaction. He suggested that the force of interaction between
two population aggregates is proportional to the product of the size of
the populations divided by the square of the distance between them,
and may be mathematically eupressed os:
Fab - (Pa)(Pb)/Dab2

where:

Fab : the demographic force between concentrations a and
b, corresponding to Newton's gravitational force.

27 Chandler, 111. R., The Relationship of Distance to the Occurrence of
Pedestrian Accidents." Sociometrijf. uolume 1 l.numoer 1-2, Fehruory-May, 1940, pp.
100-110. Reference from Couanaugh, Joseph Raron, Formulation. Rnnlgtls and T e s tin g
of the Interactance Wuoothesls. A Dissertation, Unluerslty of Ulashlngton, 1950, pp. 39
and 40.
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Stetuort subsequently developed the theory of demographic energy, and
reasoned that the energy of interaction between two population units
increases as the product of the two concentrations increases, and
diminishes regularly with the distance separating the two centers. The
equation takes the form:
Eab - G((Pa)(Pb)/Dabl

where:

Eab : the energy of interaction between a and b, equivalent
to Newtonian gravitational energy;
6 : a constant of proportionality, comparable to the
gravitational constant of physics.

Stewart empirically applied this formula to measure the energy of
interaction between city pairs over a wide range of social phenomena,
such as the distribution of residences from various universities, and
telephoning between communities, and concluded that his euaminations
rendered an inverse distance law with statistical regularity. In addition,
this research provided first evidence of variations in the propensity to
interact among persons residing in distinct geographical locations.
Stewart augmented his physical analogy to encompass the
concept of population potential as commensurate with gravitational
potential. Stewart enpressed that "a wide variety of observed social
data are given predictability by the proposition that the influence of
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people, P in number, at a distance 0 miles auiay, Is proportional to the
number of people divided by the distance, I. e., P divided by 0", and
formulated a quantitative Inden which measures the power of
attraction or influence of a population:^»

aUb - 6(Pb/Dab)

where;

aUb : the potential at location a of the population of area b.

Thus, the Inherent probability of Interaction at a location #, pertaining
to an Individual at a, that Is engendered by the population of any given
area b, is greater as the population of b increases and is minimized as
the intervening distance between mand b increases.^» The total
demographic potential of location a may be estimated via summing
over the total number of cities, namely:
n
all = 6 2 Pb/Dab
b=l

28 steivort, J. Q., 'Social Physics.* fl talk deliuered October 6,1946, on the

General Electric Forum ouer station lUGY. Reference quoted from Cauonauyh, Joseph
Raron, Formulation, flnalysls and Testing of the Interactance Hypothesis. A
Dissertation, tinloersity of Washington, 1950, p. 33.
29 Carrothers, Gerald fl. P., "fln Historical Reuleui of the Groulty and Potential
Concepts of Human interaction.* Journal of the Rmerlcan Institute of Planners, uolume
22, 1956, p. 96.
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Stemart argued that the demographic potentials may be mapped in
order to measure the proHimity of a location to all other places, or else
of persons at that point, and could be utilized for descriptive purposes.
The potential contour maps connect points of equal potential via
isolines, thereby depicting the influence each place euercises on
outlying locations, or the influence of persons at a distance.^o
G. K. Zipf observed various empirical relationships of repeated
regularity in association mith population and distance mhen the tmo
dimensions mere enamined as a ratio. He determined a positive
correlation betmeen population potential and numerous social
phenomena, such as meaith, death and suicide rates, and median age.^i
Thus, Zipf expanded upon the potential of population concept and
developed a more inclusive relationship as applied to sociological
interaction. The author proposed that the potential for movement
betmeen tmo centers is proportional to the product of their populations
and inversely equivalent to the square of the intervening distance
among the aggregates, mhich is mathematically formulated as:
Mob - (PaHPb)/Dab2

30 ibid..
3* Zipf. George Kingsley. Human Behaulor and the Principle of Least Effort.
Published by Addison lUesiey Press, Inc., Cambridge, Mossochusetts, 1949, pp. 306395.
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Where:

Neb : the interoction between centers o end b;
Pe, Pb : Q measure of the moss of the two centers;
Dob : 0 measure of the distance separating the population
units.

Zipf tested his hypothesis uia empirically analyzing various mouements
of persons, goods, and messages between selected delimited population
concentrations. He claimed that the postulate was confirmed by the
degree of correspondence between the predicted and observed values
as indicated by the computation of the coefficients of correlation, and
the rectiiinearity of the plotted data illustrated on the constructed
scatter diagrams.^^
Ensuing studies demonstrated the necessity of modifying the
basic PaPb/D model forwarded by Zipf and Stewart. The extended
formula, hereafter expressed as the interactance equation, estimates
the relative amount of group interaction within specific probability
limits, given the size of the interacting populations, the distance
between them, the specific or socioeconomic Indices, and the total time
of interaction. In notation, that is:
iab/T - [(Ula(Pa)H(Ulb(Pb)]/Dabx

where Ilia and IDb comprise weights applied to the mass components,
and T represents the length of time of observed interaction. The
32 Ibid.. pp. 595-401.
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interoctonce equotion has been empiricelly analyzed uia a piethera of
social interacts by, in chronological order, J. fl. Cauanaugh^a, s. C.
Oodd34, 6. fl. P. Carrothers^s, c. Hammer and F. C. Iklé^s, D. fl. Smith^?,
and J. T. Gray and J. P. flowed# (the scope of obserued phenomena that
haue been enamined is listed in Chapter I. C., on page 12). The total
demographic potential can be derived from this equation as:
n
aU = Z (U)b)(Pb)/Dabi
b=1

Carroll and Beuis in 1957, and Isard In 1960, maintained that the
aforementioned equations could be determined uia the application of

33 cauanaugti, Joteph Roron, Formuletlon. Rnolytlt end Totting of (he
interectance Hupolhetlt. A Disseiiatlon, Univertlty of Ulashlngton, 1950.
34 Dood, Stuart Carter, "The Interactance Hypathesis - R Gravity Model Fitting
Physical M attes and Human Groups." Rmertcan Saclolaalcal Review, volume 15,1950,
pp. 245-256.
35 Carrothers, Gerald R. P., "Rn Historical Reuleui of the Gravity and Potential
Concepts of Human interaction." Journal of the Rmertcan Institute of Planners, volume
22, 1956, pp. 94-102.
36 Hammer. Carl and Fred Charles iHlé. "intercity Telephone and Rlrllne Traffic
Reloted to Distance and the Propensity to Interact'." Soclometry. volume 20,1957, pp.
506-316.
37 Smith, David R.. "Interaction iUlthln a Fragmented State: The EHomple of
Hoivall." Economic Geouraahy. volume 39,1963.
30 Gray. John T. and J. Phillip Rome, The Economic Dimensions and Feaslhllltu of
Scheduled Rlr Service In Rural Alaska. Institute of Social and Economic Research,
University of Alaska, Rnchorage, Alaska, May, 1901.
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basic probability concepts.^» T may signify the total number of
interactions uiithln an encompassing region possessing the population

P. The region can be apportioned into smaller areas, indicated as a and
b, in like manner retaining the populations Pa and Pb. The total
Interaction intensity T/P, represents the number of interactions per
indiuidual and may here be substituted uia a constant k. Thus, the
theoretical amount of interaction between the two homogeneous
populations Pa and Pb, symbolized by Tab, may be denoted as:
Tab - k((Pa)(Pb)/P]

whereby contemplation Is not giuen to the influence of the interuening
distance between a and b.^ Carroll and Beuls, and Isard suggested that
the obserued interaction between the two locations be enpressed by

lab, and the quotient iab/Tab hereafter calculated. The researchers
empirically obserued that the relation between this quotient and the
distance Bab, plotted on a two-dimensional double-logarithmic diagram
for city pairs ab, generates a linear distribution of points with a
negatiue slope. That is:
log (Iab/Tab) = a - b log Dab

3* Isard, mailer, Locaiian and Space Economu. Published Jointly by The
Technology Press of Massachusetts institute of Technology and John lUiley ond Sons,
inc.. New York, 1956.Reference from Olsson, Gunner. Distance and Human Interaction.
Bibliography Series, number 2. Regional Science Research institute, Philadelphia,
Pennsyiuonla. 1965. pp. 47 and 40.
40 Ibid., p. 47.
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It is furthermore feasible to eupress the antilog of a uia c, and
reformulate the equation as:^>
lab » c(Tab)/Dabx
The component Tab may thereupon be replaced by its preuious
expression, namely k(PaHPb)/P. The outstanding ratio of constants

ck/P can be interchanged luith the single constant k, and the ultimate
formulation written as:42
lab = k[(Pa)(Pb)/Dabx]

B. The grauity concept of human interaction applied to air
transportation

The focus of this review is now directed towards those
applications of the grauity theory of social interaction inuoluing air
passenger transportation.
The first recorded utilization of the PaPb/0 hypothesis with
respect to air passenger transportation was undertaken by G. K. Zipf.
He employed the PaPb/D^ equation to analyze the mouement of
passengers uia air transport between 29 randomly selected cities
sufficiently scattered throughout the United States during all of 1933.

41 Ibid., p. 47.
42 Ibid.. p. 40.
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The mos$ of the concentrations mas represented by their numerical
populations and the distance separating the aggregates mas denoted by
the direct airline distances. Zipf determined an empirical relationship
betmeen the number of passengers carried, and the corresponding
ualues of PaPb/D^. When plotted on a scatter diagram, the data
ewhibited a definite rectilinear distribution although some uariation mas
Indicated. Zipf speculated: "The airmay data reuealed a correlation euen
for the early year of its development. What the distribution mill look
like a fem years hence after air travel has taken its place as a
customary means of travel is an interesting question to ponder. Much
mill depend upon its rates and services in competition mith those of
other public carriers. As air travel becomes more thoroughly
established, (this) variation should decrease."^3
In September and October, 1946, W. J. Platt presented an
application of the PaPb/0 formula to air passenger travel betmeen 155
intercity pairs, involving 58 different métropoles, mhere service had
not yet been established. Platt sought to investigate the Civil
Aeronautics Board proposal to purchase a large number of aircraft and
introduce direct airline service betmeen certain major cities, by
estimating the potential air traffic generation among these nem city
pairs. When the populations of the communities and the intercity

43 zipf. George Kingsley, "The P1P2/D Hypothesis: On the Intercity Mouement
of Persons." Omerlcon Soclolooical Oeuletii. uolume 11 ,1946, pp. 665 ond 606; and
H u m a n Behaulor and the Principle of Least Effort. Published by flddlson-Ulesley Press,
Inc., Cambridge. Mossochusetts, 1949, pp. 397 and 390.
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distances were plotted against the actual number of auiation origins
and destinations appropriate to each airline terminal on a log-log graph,
the results depicted an unmistakable linearity together with a visual
trend line. Piatt argued that a higher degree of correspondence
between the empirical data and the model was obtained when
calculating the square root of the product of the city populations to the
first power, divided by their intervening distance, written as:
VPaPb/O.^ The author thus maintained that intercommunity air
passenger traffic varies directly with the square root of the product of
the population of the first city multiplied by the population of the
second city, and inversely with the first power of the distance, and that
the aforesaid equation enpresses the moKlmum potential of trips
between two locations with respect to the population of each
community and the distance separating them.^s
O'flrcy Harvey, of the Civil Aeronautics Administration, proceeded
to inquire about the intercity euchange of air passengers with Chicago,
Illinois during a four month span in 1951. Harvey employed the PaPb/D
concept to predict potential traffic volumes of Chicago and eleven
interacting cities, and graphically demonstrated a significant rank
correlation between the cities according to the observed traffic counts
and the enpected order as stipulated by the formula. By applying the
PaPb/D equation to traffic calculations, Harvey was the first to suggest

^ Platt, lUllllam J., 'Evaluating Intercity Air Traffic. Part 1." Air Transport.
September, 1946. p. 57.

45 Ibid., p. SB.
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minimum dis fonce for which intercity trouel time is fouorobie ond

airline passenger trauei is therefore competitive. The author observed
that over 98 percent of automobile passengers and 44 percent of roil
passengers tend to travel less than 100 miles, while air passenger
transportation comprises a mere 5.7 percent within this distance
bracket.^ The comparison between the theoretical computation and
the actual performance produced specific insight into the air traffic
pattern of Chicago. Harvey discovered that as the distance from
Chicago increases, the majority of passenger euchange with Chicago is
between large communities, while the traffic of the smaller cities is
significantly diminished. Harvey furthermore postulated that the
economic character of a population center may euert on influence upon
Intercity air traffic flow potentials. Ulhen each community was
categorized into Marketing, Industrial, Institutional, or Balanced
Centers via such indeues as amount of air moil and air cargo, and
number of personal aircraft, the Marketing and Institutional groups
empirically produced the larger amounts of air passenger traffic.
G. R. Mayhill substantiated the results of Harvey s study by
incorporating additional communities. Mayhill concluded that this
research might be used as a model for other studies of cities in the

Horuey, O'flrcy. " Rlrllne Possenyer Trernc Pattern Ullttiln the United States."
Journal of Rlr Law and Commerce. Spring, 1951, pp. 157-165. Reference from Cochran,
Douglas Lessel, fln Eualuatlon of the Use at GrawlVatlonai Formulae for Estimating
Potential fllr Passenger Traffic Betmeen City Pairs. R Dissertation, Unluerslty of Oregon,
June, 1968, p. 27.
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United States in order to present a more compreiiensiue understanding
of the pattern of air passenger traffic/?
An investigation into air seruice to Denver, Colorado undertaken
by S. B. Richmond in 1954 set forth a nem theory for predicting potential
air passenger traffic betmeen city pairs. Richmond argued that a more
suitable measure of the population aggregates as modifying the
propensity to interact mith respect to air travel may be rendered by
determining their intercity strength of attraction. Richmond analyzed
various factors measuring the community of interest betmeen Denver
and its interacting city pairs, namely air freight to and from Denver,
hotel registrants at Denver hotels, number of telegrams from Denver,
rail passengers mith Denver, and number of companies and banks mith
branches in Denver.^ The author selected the number of Denver hotel
registrants residing in various alternate cities as the most decisive
factor stimulating the generation of air travelers, and empirically
employed this indicator in place of the numerical population in the
PaPb/D equation. Rn additional parameter in the study mas the
restriction to a distance in eucess of 2DD miles betmeen interacting city
pairs for mhich air transport provides the dominant mode of passenger
euchange. Richmond in conclusion computed a statistically significant
Moyhlll, 6. n., *n Critique of the C. R. fl. Studies on the fllr Troffic Cenerotion
In the United States." Journel of Air lour and Commerce, uolume 20, 1953, pp. 150-177.
^ nicfimond, Samuel B.. "Forecasting fllr Passenger Traffic by Muitiple
Regression ftnaiysis." Journoi of flirlaui end Commerce, uoiume 22, 1955, pp. 434-443.
Reference from Cochran, Douglas Lessei, Rn Fuaiuation of the Use of Grauitational
Formuiae for Estimating Potentlei fllr Passenger Trofnc Betmeen City Pairs, fl
Dissertation, Uniuersity of Oregon, June, i960, pp. 29 ond 30.
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correlation coefficient of 0.91 in ossociotion mith the expected oir
passenger traffic uolumes and the actual obserued counts.^*
In 1950, J. 0. Couanaugh mas the first to test the modified
uersion of the grauity hypothesis of human Interaction as applied to air
traffic calculations. Couanaugh s objectiue mas the estimation of
potential air passenger traffic flomn from Seattle, Washington to 4?
arbitrarily selected, geographically distributed cities throughout the
United States from March 1,1947 to March 1,1940. The interactance
equation introduces an index of the auerage propensity to interact of
ail indiuiduals in each community. Couanaugh reasoned that areas mith
a high per capita income mould use flight transportation to a greater
extent, and applied this adjusting factor for the interaction amounts
affected by regional differences. The obtained coefficient of correlation
betmeen the total expected number of passengers carried according to
the formula and the total obserued destination counts mas 0.58, mhich
mas determined to be statistically significant.so In addition, the author
prouided a uisuai depiction of the data uia a constructed scatter
diagram. Cauanaugh suggested seueral explanations for the reiatiuely
poor relationship of the data. Because of resource auoilabiiity,
Couanaugh utilized population figures enumerated by the 1940 census
to represent the interactors at the origin and destination communities,
Ibid.. Reference from Cochran. Douglas Lessel. Bn Eualuatlon of the Use of
Srauitotlonal Formulae for Estimating Potential fllr Passenger Traffic Betiueen City
Pairs. A Dissertation, Unluerslty of Oregon, June, 1960, p. 50.
Couanaugh, Joseph Boron, Formulation. Analysis and Testing of the
Interactonce Hupothesis. A Dissertation, Unluerslty of Ulashlngton, 1950, pp. 91 and 92.
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Whereas the empirical traffic data pertained to the twelue month
period during 1947. Correctly, the population figures of the entitles at
the time of Interaction should be employed, fl more detailed inspection
of this research concerning the Interaction hypothesis related to air
trauei discerned that the actual Intercity traffic counts comprised
origin and destination segment data and therefore may haue
contributed to the low correlation coefficient ualue. Segment data
consist of the number of passengers on-line, who are traueling on the
particular segment although not necessarily beginning their trip at the
recorded origin or terminating trauei at the destination.^'
Cauanaugh moreouer argued that within the specific study
conteut airline transportation failed to represent an accessible mode of
Interaction to the entire population, but rather to certain economic or
business groups, fln alternatiue, cheaper mode of transport often
existed, ond In this manner may haue Influenced the correspondence
between the expected and actual interaction. Cauanaugh stated
conclusiuely: "fllr trauei Is a newer Immature culture trait which has not
been diffused fully to all classes of people. Thus the laws of probability
work out less smoothly for this type of Interaction."^^

5' It Should be noted that the use of absolute origin and destination air
passenger traffic counts has not yet been undertaken In the estimation of oir traffic
via the interoctonce équation. This thesis therefore proposes (and fonvards data for) a
more appropriate means of measuring traffic floivs.
Cavanaugh, Joseph Raron, Formulation. Bnolusls and Testing of the
Interactance Hupothesls. A Dissertation, University of Ulashlngton, 1950, p. 92.
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0. M. Belmont further deueloped the concept of interchonglng the
population foctor with o more suitable measure of the interaction
potential than the numerical counts, initially forwarded by S. B.
Richmond and previously reviewed on pages 33 and 34 of this thesis. In
his application of the PaPb/D relationship to airline passenger traffic
between 21 airline hubs in 1956, Belmont proposed employing the total
volume of air passenger traffic generated at each airport to signify the
number of interactors. The standard variable used to represent the
population component, the census counts pertaining to each city, does
not reflect the entire market area served by an airport. The total
number of enplanements at each airport more adequately indicates that
population segment that may actually partake in the interaction and
utilize the services and facilities provided by the respective airports.
Belmont plotted the results of the study and noted that the "number of
trips between any two stations depends primarily on the total traffic
(recorded) at each of the stations and on the quality of service."^)
In 195B, Belmont conducted a gravitational calculation of
potential air passenger traffic between United States communities 400
to 2000 miles apart, in which the estimated volumes, as stipulated by
the equotion, were plotted against origin ond destination survey data
of 1955. The results of the study failed to justify the inverse linear or

53 Belmont, Daniel M., "B Pattern of Interstotlon mir Trauei." Transactions.
ftmerlcan Society of Civil Engineers, Paper number 2886, 1957, p. 864. Reference
quoted from Cochran. Douglas Lessel, Bn Eualuatlon of the Use of Graultatlonal
formulae for Estimating Potential fllr Passenger Troffic Betiveen City Pairs, fl
Dissertation, University of Oregon, June, 1968, p. 35.
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the inuerse square theory that previous researchers had proposed for
the distance function. The author observed that a distance enponent of
0.661 for average distance routes of 400-800 miles and 0.245 for
intervening distances greater than 800 miles provided a better fit
between the model and the data than that predicted by an inverse
linear or inverse square representation. Belmont herewith offered the
first statistically significant indication of an optimum distance
euponent specific for the impact of distance on the interaction
eHomined.54
C.

Hammer and F. C. ikié recommended utilizing qualitative census

data referring to each community instead of direct population data in
the PaPb/0 technique, in order to enpress the variation in the particular
population compositions and peculiarities pertaining to the cities
euamined. Hammond and Ikié employed sociological variables such as
the number of managers, officials, and proprietors as a percentage of
the city populations, the annual retail sales of the communities, and the
number of hotel rooms available in the metropolitan areas in their
analysis of the propensity to interact via airline transportation
between 27 cities in the United States. The period during which the total
number of passenger trips on scheduled flights were counted was
March, 1950. The intervening distance between the consequent 351
community pairs was the shortest airline distance. The authors
empirically determined on invariable positive relation between the city

54 Belmont, Donlel M., 'ft Pottern of Interstotlon flIrTrouel.* Transaction».
ftmortcan Society of Clull Engineers, Paper number 2888, 1957.
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lueights applied in the PaPb/D equation and the actual number of airline
passenger trips, and ascertained that the distance euponent assumed a
uolue between 1.3 and 1.8 with respect to the airline traffic interaction
inuolued in the specific study.ss Hammer and Ikié concluded that: "Our
city weights partly reflect the geographical location or other special
situation of the city which have nothing to do with the interaction
propensity of the inhabitants. But in most cities more interesting
differences can be found that seem because of the people and not
merely to the logistics of tra ffic .'^
J. B. Lansing, J. Liu, and 0. B. Suits hypothesized that the demand
for intercity air trauel increases more than that enpected in proportion
to the population of the aggregates. The authors proposed eupressing
the influence of that portion of the population inuolued in the
"communication from one part of the economy to another" on the use
of air transportation.^? Lansing, Liu, and Suits suggested that this
population group may be identified ula the incorporation of the
percentage of annual family incomes euceeding $18, 600 as a measure
of the population component in the model. The PaPb/0 principle was

55 Hammer, Carl and Fred Charles Ikié, "Intercity Telephone and Airline Traffic
Related to Distance and the Propensity to Interact ." Soclometry. uolume 20, 1957, pp.
313 and 315.
56 mid., p. 315.
57 Lansing. John B.. Jung-Chao Liu, and Daniel B. Suits, "An Analysis of
Interurban Air Trauel." Quarterly Journal of Economics, uolume LHHU. February, 1961, p.
D9. Reference quoted from Cochran. Douglas Lessel. An Eualuatlon of the Use of
Craultatlonal Formulae for Estimating Potential Air Passenger Traffic Detmcen City
Pairs. A Dissertation, Unluersity of Oregon, June, 1968, pp. 37 and 39.
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applied to inuestigate the variations in the air transportation floivs in
association with New York as compared with Chicago in 1961. Lansing,
Liu, and Suits computed the relation, according to the grauitg model,
between the estimated potential air passenger traffic inuoluing 35
cities and Chicago and New York, respectively, and the observed
volumes. The authors produced a positive and consistent correlation
between the expected and actual values, therein confirming that the
utilization of family income as a representation of the population units,
and the direct airline distance as a measure of the Intercity friction of
distance, constituted valid parameters in the projection of potential
airline passenger traffic levels within a specific research context.
A University of Michigan study undertaken in 1964 further
substantiated the direct relationship between income and air travel
demand, as empirically determined by the PaPb/D formula. Persons of
families In the high income brackets frequently engaged in intercity air
transport, and the corresponding median family income of these air
travelers was twice that of the average family during the survey
year.58
0. L. Cochran presented a quantitatively comprehensive study of
interaction involving air transportation between 53 selected city pairs
in the eleven western states of the continental United States during the

58 Lansing, John B.. The Trauel Market 1964-1965. Survey Research Center,
Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan, Rnn Arbor, Michigan, October,
1965. Reference from Cochran, Douglas Lessel, Rn Eualuatlon of the Use of
Craultatlonal Formulae for Estimating Potential flir Passenger Traffic Between City
Pairs. R Dissertation, University of Oregon, June, 1960, pp. 59-41.
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period of July 1 to September 30,1963. Cochran also postulated that
the correspondence between the estimated and observed number of
intercommunity air passengers, as stipulated by the PaPb/0 equation,
may be improved by utilizing alternative sociological measures of
population that are weighted toward those individuals who constitute
the larger portion of the air transportation market.s* in addition to the
direct intercity airline distance in statute miles, Cochran used various
sociological indicators of moss; population counts enumerated by the
1960 census, households with family incomes in encess of $10,000 in
1963, managers, proprieters, and officials according to the 1960 census,
total passenger departures from each airport in 1963, and the number
of installed telephone headsets in 1963. The coefficient of correlation
was calculated separately for each of the population enpressions at
distance ewponent values of 0.5-2.5 in 0.1 increments. The resultant
correlation coefficients ranged from 74.7 to 80.2, and the empirical
data demonstrated a linear relationship between the computed
interacts and the actual air passenger traffic with respect to the
specific city pair matrin.^o Cochran observed that the sociological
measure 1963 total airline passenger departures for all destinations
rendered the most significant degree of correspondence, r - 0.80, at the
distance ewponent of 1.5.^> The variances between the ewpected and the

59 Cochran. Douglas Lessel, Bn Eualuatlon of the Use of CromtoUonai F o rm u la e
for Estimatina Polentiai Air Passenger Traffic Bctiveeii Cllu Pairs, fl Dissertotion.
Unluersity of Oregon, June, 19*8, p. 73.
69 Ibid., pp. 186 onit 107.
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octuQl uolues were stotisticolly significent, although the author noted
that the use of 1960 population data with 1963 observed traffic counts
may have introduced a substantial error in calculations.
The interactance equation was utilized by J. I. Gray and J. P. Rowe
in the eKomination of the determinants for air passenger traffic
between Riaskan communities possessing 500 or less inhabitants in the
arctic/western and the northern portion of the interior transport
regions during the third quarter of 1979. R multiplicative weighting was
assigned to the population component to measure differences in the
individual propensity to interact via intercity air transport in various
geographical locations within Alaska. The attraction variables analyzed
comprised the 1980 numerical populations of the interacting
communities and the 1977 per capita incomes pertaining to each
population concentration. The resistance variables tested encompassed
the air distance between the city pairs and the per mile tariff. Gray and
Rowe reported that the population and the per capita income variables
produced positive correlation coefficients at the 0.01 significance level,
and thus proved to be important determinants influencing the
passenger traffic levels enamined. The resistance factors of direct
distance and per mile tariff generated the expected negative impacts
on passenger traffic and illustrated an inverse relationship with the
intercity interaction.^zThe results obtained supported the general
** Ibid., pp. 105,104. and 107.
Gray. John T. and J. Phillip Rowe, The Economic Dimensions and Feasibility of
Scheduled flIr Serulce In Rural Alaska. Institute of Social and Economic Research,
University of fliaska. Anchorage, Alaska, May, 1981, pp. 56,57, and 61.
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assumption Incorporated in the grauity model that the potential for
population mouement between places is limited by distance.*^ The
authors concluded that the significant indicators of rural Alaskan air
passenger traffic are the population and income appropriate to each
center, the distance separating the communities, and the per mile fare.
However, in their aforementioned research. Gray and Rowe applied nondirectional observed origin and destination segment survey data. These
traffic counts indicate the number of passengers who traveled on the
particular segment and do not necessarily signify the true origins and
destinations of the passengers, rendering it difficult to sort out local
and transfer traffic from the totals recorded.

63 Ibid., p. 62.
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R. Selection and description of the study area

The state of Alaska tuas selected as the unit of obseruation for
this study considering its unique transportation system and the uital
role of aviation tuithin the network.
The interaction of social, economic, physical, environmental, and
energy factors have conjointly influenced the development of RIaska s
transportation system. The initiai dependence of the state's economic
activity on available natural resources resulted in a distribution of
small population concentrations in locations that accomodated water
borne transportation, acceptable distance to market, and efficient
provision.^^ These development centers were principally aggregated
along the 5, 580 miles of coastline and the Yukon River, often separated
by vast distances lacking highway or alternative overland
transportation connections. Alaska's half of a million residents (that is,
approKimately one person per square mile) are currently concentrated
in or proKimal to urban locations, and in small isolated communities
dispersed throughout an enpansive area.

*4 state of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, State
Transportatlpn Policy Plan. Published Nouember, I9B2, p. 7-7.
43
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filasko's diverse terrain, elevation, and climate have affected the
type and entent of transportation within the country s largest and
chiefly undeveloped and unsettled state (Map I provides a general
overview of Alaska's landforms). The land mass of Alaska encompasses
586, 400 square miles, equivalent to one-fifth of the total area of the
United States, and contains geographic features such as the nation's
two largest national forests, eleven of the twenty highest mountains
on the continent, 2000 miles of the Yukon Aiver, the Kuskokwim Aiver
(800 miles long), and 20, 000 square miles of smaller waterways and
lakes, which together with the offshore continental shelf, constitute
one of the world's most profitable

fis h e rie s .& s

The 550, 000 square miles

of ocean shelf is furthermore a source of oil, gas, gold, and additional
hard minerals.*^ An additional mainspring of fossil fuels and hard
minerals enists in the suitable geological characteristics dispersed
throughout the state.
The four climatic zones in Alaska comprise 1) the arctic, that
extends from the Arctic Ocean to the Brooks Mountain Aange, 2) the
continental zone, which continues throughout most of the state with
the eHclusion of the coastal areas, 3) the transition between the
maritime and continental zones, that includes the western coast and all
of the Alaskan Penninsula aside from the southern coast, end 4) the
maritime zone, which covers the southern coast, the Aleutian Islands,

65 Ibid., P. 7 -1 2.

66 Ibid..
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and the panhandle of southeastern Alaska.^? These seuere climates and
rugged topographg contribute to the ineffectiue utilization of ouerland
transport within the state.
The transportation system in Alaska is differentiated by its
utmost reliance on non-ouerland modes. Alaska's remoteness from the
United States, the cost of transporting commodities uia the state
highway system, and the absence of a connection to the North American
Aailroad network are factors that make marine transportation the
state's foremost means of mooing consumer goods.^" Howeoer, the
transport routes seining many outlying locations ore inoperable during
the winter season, along with the state's rioer system. Inhabitants of
these remote communities and of isolated interior points must
therefore rely on air service for the shipment of supplies, as well as for
the transport of persons throughout the state.
Air travel is Alaska's principal passenger transport system and
serves an essential function in the intra-Alaska transportation network
due to the state's large and sparsely populated land mass, its
topography, the distribution of population, and the lack of direct
surface transport in many of its regions (please refer to Mop 2). The
demand for air service is a function of the competition between
components of the transportation system. The commercial air system

Ibid., pp. 7-12 and 7-13.
68 Gray, John T. and J. Phillip Rome, An Alaska Census of Transoortatlon.
Published by the Institute of Social and Economic Research, Unluersity of Alaska,
Anchorage, Alaska, March, 1982, p. 3.
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furnishes passenger trauel and freight shipments luhere alternatlue
transportation modes are either insufficient or noneHistent. The railbelt
corridor is the sole transport sector in which a diuersitg of modes and
services are competitive. For the remaining inhabited areas in Alaska,
air service is the only regularly scheduled, year-round transportation
mode and is thus the chief method of inter- and intra-regional
transport throughout the state.
Alaska's transport network may be described on a regional basis,
each area identified with the population and resource requirements,
and its geographic limitations. The transport regions identified by the
University of Alaska, Institute of Social and Economic Aesearch, are
indicated in Map 2. The arctic/southwest transport system is largest in
size and smallest in population density. This area produces the greatest
amount of seafood within the state, and the fisheries industry has
strongly affected the development of the transportation network,
which does not possess any overland modes aside from seasonal, small
capacity access roadways. The Marine Highway system operates to the
port located in Kodiak, one of two stations that support commodity
flows eKceeding 100, 000 tons annually. Marine transport is less
economical in this region than in areas that are more populated and
convenient. Passenger service Is infrequent and is utilized mainly to
transport vehicles for recreational purposes. Air travel is the
predominant method of passenger and freight transport due to the long
distances between population aggregations and the lack of a regularly
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scheduled year-round traffic option in many locations.^^The airports of
King Salmon, Kodiak, St. Mary s, Dillingham, Barrow, Galena, Bethel,
Kotzebue, Nome, Unalakleet, and Rnlak are the principal actiuity centers
of the region, proulding scheduled Jet services and widespread
commuter service.
In the southeast region the foremost commodity influencing the
transport structure is the timber industry, resulting in a number of
population centers of moderate size that are not connected via
overland transport.?" Roads in this area euclusively constitute local
service streets or logging routes. The region maintains several
significant sea ports in Ketchikan, Juneau, Sitka, Skagway, IDrangell,
and Haines, all served by the RIaska Marine Highway system. Ferry
service is primarily used to transport bulk goods into and out of the
state, while passenger activity is infrequent and seasonal. The air mode
is the principal means of transporting passengers from this region to
the remainder of the state. Compared to the rest of the state, air
service in the southeast area is distinguished by more eutensive je t
service and greater regularity between air service hubs and
nonregional center locations.?* The substantial intercommunity air

Ibid., p. 61; and State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public
facilities. State Transportation Pollcu Plan. PubHshed Nouember. 1982, p. 6-10.
?" Gray, John T., Transportation Systems Planning for Alaska. Published by the
Institute for Social and Economic Research, Unluersity of fliaska. Anchorage, Alaska,
Nouember 30,1979, p. 20; and Unluersity of Alaska, Institute of Social and Economic
Research, "Alaska s Unique Transportation System." Alaska Beulew of Social and
Economic Conditions, uolume 27, number 2, September, 1976, p. 2.
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passenger traffic is the consequence of the larger rural settlements
and shorter interuening distances within the region. Juneau, the
population centroid of the area, as well as the state capital, functions
as the hub for scheduled air carrier and commuter seruice. Additionally,
the airports located in Ketchikan, Sitka, and Petersburg serue as major
transportation, transfer, and distribution centers.
Finally, the interior/southcentral region is characterized by the
largest part of the state's population and economic actiuity.^z The area,
also indicated as the railbelt corridor, includes approHimately 75
percent of Alaska's residents, euports chemicals, crude petroleum and
its products, and prouides uarlous seruice sectors. The variant economy
and adequate population density support an expanded transportation
system including substantial ouerland modes. The region contains the
only developed road and highway network within Alaska, encompassing
nearly all of the Alaska Highway system except for local, small capacity
routes and limited regional highways. Highway traffic is composed of
both commodity and passenger transport, the latter predominantly
tourist and recreational movements. However, traffic volumes are
moderate, aside from locations at which the system borders urban
areas and on the Kenol Penninsula, and exhibit extreme seasonal
71 Gray, John T. and J. Phillip Rome, Rn Alaska Census of Transoortatlon.
Published by the Institute of Social and Economic Research, Unluersity of Aloska,
Anchorage, Alaska, March, 1982, pp. 63 and 64; and State of Alaska Department of
Transportation and Public Facilities, State Transportation Policy Plan. Published
Nouember. 19Q2, p. 6-10.
72 Unluersity of Alaska, Institute of Social and Economic Research, 'Alaska's
Unique Transportation System.* RIaska Reulem of Social and Economic Conditions.
uolume 27, number 2, September, 1976, p. 13.
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uori@tion.73 Oemond on seuerai segments Is therefore inadequate to
justify winter maintenance and roads are only open during the summer
season.74The secondary roads suit local community needs and grant
recreational access, and are passable solely during the summer months.
The area is additionally served by the Alaska Railroad, although the
market offered is limited by the capability and number of railcar barges
included in its interline seruice. The state railroad system is primarily
used to handle general cargo between a few origins and destinations,
and traffic on the two segments accomodating daily passenger seruice
during the summer and thrice per week in the winter is minimal. Also
included in this transport region is the Marine Highway system that
utilizes siH seaports - Seward, Ualdez, Homer, Ulhlttier, Seldouia, and
Cordoua - which indiuidually manage substantial traffic volumes, and an
active river port. Both passenger and freight service is offered several
times per week on most segments, accessible all year. Although most
passenger traffic moves by air, air service is not as prevailing as in
other regions of Alaska because the highway and rail networks enist.
Air service is entensive, and connects the major population centers In
the area. Anchorage is the hub of the interior/southcentral region as
well as the state, and together with Fairbanks, provide international

73 (bld., pp. 17 and 18.
74 Grey, John T. end J. Phillip Rouie, Bn Alaska Census of Transooriatlon.
Published by the institute of Social and Economic Research, Unluersity of RIaska,
Anchorage, Alaska, March. 1982, p. 77.
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ond interstate access points to niaska and major urban centers with
scheduled Jet seruice.
Another contributing factor in the geographical limitation of the
present study mas that air transportation in Alaska reflects a uery
representative type of interaction because it entends beyond the
traditional air seruice markets and is used by a large portion of the
population. Substitution uiith road, rail, or marine transport is mostly
unavailable to the prospective traveler, or is often insufficient in
locations where these alternative modes supplement air service. The
total volume of passenger travel is essentially confined to scheduled
and non-scheduled air carrier and commuter air transport. Of the
transportation modes available within the state system, the airplane
directly serves the most persons, and Alaska therein surpasses the rest
of the United States per capita in the amount of air mileage traveled,
number of aircraft, and air freight and air mail

v o lu m e s .^ s

Air travei is a thoroughly established, primary means by which
intense community interest is developed between cities, even in the
regions providing alternative modes of transportation, and thus
represents a vital element of Alaska’s economy. The intercity trip is the
fundamental unit of total air passenger traffic within the state, and any
changes in volume of flow or facility additions may potentially impact
numerous sectors of the network. The development of effective,
dependable, and efficient air service in the state is therefore essential

Ibid., pp. ill and 2.
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and brings this component of the transportation system in focus of
constant interest.
Social and economic actiuity ore the primary modifiers of the
demand for air passenger transportation in Alaska, and changes in
population, employment, and economic conditions, therefore, impact
the mouement of persons luithin the netuiork. (In the reverse order, the
enpansion of transportation services or facilities affect the state's
social and economic structure.) Between 1959 and 1990, the population
of Alaska grew by approKimately 150 percent, and the 1980 s average
annual growth rate was 2.75 percent. Under a moderate growth
scenario, the state's population will continue to increase from 553, 600
persons in 1990, the base year enamined in this thesis, to 716,500 by
the year 2000 and 868,300 by 2010.?^ Proportionally, the demands on
the air transportation system will be entended. This rate of population
growth for the near future constitutes the most valid forecast for
Alaska, as dictated by its history since statehood. The projections
consider a natural population growth, migration, and incorporate the
effects of the oil, timber, fisheries, and hardrock mining industries, as
well as tourism activity, federal spending (largely military), and state
and local government employment appropriate to Alaska's developing
economy. Future levels of aviation activity in Alaska are anticipated to

state of fliaska Department of Lalior, Research and Analysis, RIaska
Ponulatlon Pro|ectlons. 1990 2010. PubHshed Nouember, 1991, pp. 6-9.
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increase, and the state uilli continue to support the greatest amount of
air seruice per capita in the nation.??

B. Selection of city pairs

The framework of this study was defined by a selection of
interacting city pairs for which scheduled air seruice counts and
adequate demographic and economic data were auailable for 1990, the
base year elected. The air passenger traffic data comprised true origin
and destination counts, considering all fare classes, for 1990 scheduled
air carrier and commuter seruice, and the number of enpianements at
each city airport pertaining to scheduled and non-scheduled U. S.
certified route air carrier seruice and scheduled U. S. commuter
seruice.?» City pairs for which these figures were not auailable, were
eliminated. The demographic data constituted population counts
enumerated by the 1990 census. The economic data that were utilized
in the analysis included 1990 census per capita incomes, and the total
number of persons actiuely employed in the labor force, armed forces
and ciuilian force, in 1990 ?»

?? Slate of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, Alaska
Bulatlon system Plan. Phase 1 Report: Bltematlues. Published by TBA/Farr, Bnchorage.
Blaska, Bugust, 1902, pp. 1 and 15.
?» The total number of enplaned passengers, air carrier end commuter seruice.
at each of the study area airports, was auailable from the BIroort Actlultu Statistics of
Certificated Route Air Carriers. Calendar Year 1990. published by the U. S. Gouemment
Printing Office, lUashlngton, 0. C..
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The selection criteria for the group of représentative city pairs
were: Alaskan communities with a permanent popuiation, in 1990, of
400 or greater; population centers that are not military bases; a
distance exceeding 150 great circle miles between city pairs where
alternate modes of transportation are auailable; airline points that
directly serue their community and where seruice is likely to continue;
and reliable and regularly scheduled air seruice between the city pairs.
The requirement for a population minimum resulted in a sufficient
geographical distribution throughout the state, traversing the
transportation system's three regions, arctic/southwest, southeast,
and interior/southcentral, in order to constitute a fair sample. Alaskan
cities with a population equal to or exceeding 400 in addition are
characterized as "first ciass" by the Alaska Department of Community
and Aegional Affairs. Airline stops that are ciuilian or military airports
serving primarily a military base were excluded from this investigation
because the format of recorded air passenger counts faiis to account
for traffic via military aircraft.
Uiithin the 0 150 mileage bracket, auailable automobile, marine,
or rail seruice tend to provide the dominant modes of passenger
exchange and aviation management interest is insignificant. The
impiemented restriction in distance for intercity air passenger trauel
79 The 1990 census populations, end the 1990 per capita Incomes and
employment statistics, pertaining to the selected miaskan cities, mere furnished by
Grey Ulllliams and Bob Elliott of the Alaska Department of Labor, Research and Analysis,
respectiuely. The great circle mileages betmeen city pairs mere computed uia the
softmare program "DIstcalc", prepared by the U. S. Department ofTransportation, and
proulded by Dianna Strain, transportation analyst at the If. S. Department of
Transportation, Alaska Aulotlon Field Office.
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considered in this study uios decided upon os the minimum distance for
uihich intercommunity oir trowel time is fouoroble ond thus competitiue
to passenger transport. This limitation of interuening distance moreouer
addressed the existence of the nearby airport problem affecting the
interactance equation within the framework of this study. Several
studies have suggested that on oirport serving o smaller community
situated less thon 75 miles from a well developed, centrally located air
facility, will suffer a loss of passenger traffic to the nearby major
oirport.M The option of reaching o lorger air terminal that may provide
cheaper fares, frequent schedules and more convenient air service
routes, more modern aircraft and better facilities, however, is not
available to many Rloskons, especially rural inhabitants, due to the lack
of overland transportation and the time involved in traveling the long
distances between population points. In this thesis, the number of trips
taken wos consequently postulated to be roughly proportional to the
amount of person to person interactions.
The communities involved in this study ore listed in Table I by
transport region, along with their populations, city airport
enpianements, and per capita incomes and employment volumes, all for
1990. The analysis has been limited to two sample subsets. One subset
contains 35 cities, involving 44 interacting pairs. In order to improve
the statistical accuracy by employing larger traffic volumes, the second

80 Cochran, Douglas Lessel. Bn Euoluallon of the Use of Greyttotionol Formulae
for Estimating Potentiol BIr Passenger Traffic Beluiecn Cllu Pairs. A DIsiertotion,
University of Oregon, June, 1960, pp. 53 ond 110.
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TNBLE t
Cities Perteieieg te the Stedy Ir e e , Their 199B Ceesus
Peywietiees, Nenher e f City hirpert Enpienemeets,
and Per Capita iacames and Empieyment helames,
hy Iraaspert Reyloa
Population
flrçtlc/
Southwest
Rklachak
fliakanuk
flnfak
Barrow
Bethel
Cheuak
Dillingham
Dutch
Harbor/
Unalaska
Emmonak
Galena
Hooper Bay
Kasigluk
King Saimon
Kipnuk
Kodiak
Kotlik
Kotzebue
Kwethiuk
McGrath
Nome
Pilot Station
Quinhagak
St. Mary’s
St. Paul Isl.
Sand Point
Stebbins
Togiak
Unaiakieet

Enpianements*

Income it)

Employment

481
544
540
3469
4674
598
2017

820
1007
67897
91058
90417
2895
26648

7349
5462
11271
20753
14413
5742
19189

141
121
215
1594
2021
154
841

3089

42399

20055

2518

642
833
845
425
696
470
6385
461
2751
558
528
3500
463
501
441
763
878
400
613
714

1603
7969
3342
1157
37626
3560
67233
979
46858
1166
4925
41749
1287
1181
12280
4550
3923
1542
1624
212020

8220
14643
5088
6604
20808
2508
22951
6481
13906
5008
13196
16123
4951
5842
8458
15115
20218
5533
5883
2027

140
482
158
88
487
61
3644
94
1033
92
219
1570
96
128
151
388
438
96
102
211
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TIBLE I . continued:

Populotion

Enolflnementf*

income ( i l Emoloumeni

Southeast
Juneau
Ketchikan
Sitka
Vakutat

26751
8263
8588
534

213503
105339
53537
8912

19920
19053
16962
14396

14673
4258
4532
254

intedor/
s. Central
Anchorage
Cordoua
Fairbanks

226338
2110
30843

1525455
21176
262170

19620
23408
14665

121866
1195
15853

from large and commuter air carriers.
** indicates total employed in labor force, armed forces, and
ciuilian force.

Sources: 1990United 9/a/es Census \ end 1990Oirport Octkfity Statistics

o f Certificated Ooute Oir Carriers end i990Commuter Oir Carrier
Octkfity, Takie O f
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subset consists of sinteen of Alosko s seventeen oir service hubs ond 22
interocting city poirs, oil of which comprised communities in the first
subset. In his enominotion of the interoctonce hypothesis, J. A.
Covonough recognized the need to test the equotion on both reliobie
ond lorge quontities of doto. Covonough determined the degree of
ossociotion between estimoted ond octuol volues to be higher when the
troffic doto included numerous observed individuel interocts.***
Service to rurol Alosko is focilitoted through the seventeen oir
service hubs indicoted by the Alosko Deportment of Tronsportotion ond
Public Focilities. The hubs serve os primory or secondory introstote
occess points to or within o region of Alosko ond to o medium, lorge, or
regionol populotion center, ond often comprise the service centers for o
region, possessing focilities such os government ogencies, hospitots,
ond speciolized commerciol octivity.02 The mojor movements of people
ond goods ore concentroted within the travel corridors connecting
these principol octivity centers. The determinotion of

0

community os

on oir service hub is 0 result of the evolution of oir service in Alosko.
The oir service hubs were designoted os tronsportotion centers for bush
vilioges ond distribution centers for surrounding communities ot the
time the stote's three primory oiriines storted functioning: Wien Air

81 Covonough, Joseph moron, Formulotlon. mnolgtls and Testing of the
Interoctonce Htfpotheslt. mDissertotion, University of Washington, 1950, pp. 131 ond
132.
82 Gray. John T. ond J. Phillip Roive, The Economic Dimensions end Feoslhlllty of
Scheduled flir Seruice In Rurol Alosko. Institute of Social ond Economic Reseorch,
University of Alosko, Anchoroge, Aloska, May, 1981, p.9.
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fliosICQ (seruing the arctic and central regions), Reeue-Aleutian
(accomodating the Aleutian Islands), and Alaska Airlines (supplying the
southeast region). These air carriers selected the hubs based on their
geographical locations and operational requirements; that is, the
proKimity of the center to outlying communities necessitating air
seruice and the eulstence of airport facilities that could support
transfer and distribution activities. The air seruice hub of Petersburg,
Alaska was not included in this study because of the unauailabiiity of
relevant air seruice data.
The distribution of the cities and the corresponding interacting
pairs pertaining to each sample subset are depicted on Maps 3 and 4.

C. Selection of various testable formulations of the interactance
equation

"The success of any model depends upon the correct selection and
evaluation of the facts it is constructed to represent.“B3The basic
gravitational theory was modified in order to ultimately achieve a basis
for comparison and spatial prediction. Model specifications were
altered via testing different combinations of variables that may result
in functional forms of the equation. In the present study, the
formulation of several testable versions of the interactance equation.

Hammond. Robert and Patrick S. McCullagh, Ouantltatloe Techniques In
Geoflraphu: An Introduction. Published by Oxford Unluersity Press, second edition,
1970, p. 290.
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applied to potential airline passenger travel between flloskan cities,
entailed selecting and manipulating uarious usable socioeconomic
parameters that (a) possessed long-term stabilitg, (b) were considered
to have modulating effects upon the propensity to interact, and (c)
constituted meaningful measures of that portion of total social
interaction between the population centers which is represented by
scheduled air carrier and commuter transportation. The selected
determinants affecting passenger traffic, in combination with an
optimized value of the distance mauimizing euponent, should thereupon
result in the highest degree of correspondence between the estimated
and observed airline passenger traffic among the selected community
pairs.
Overall, the variables which were applied in the interactance
equation substantiated the assumption that the indicators of air travel
consumption within the intra-Alaska market are the presence of people,
levels of income, and the number of Jobs, and that a friction against
this interaction is caused by the direct airline distance between city
pairs. The relationship of the components of interaction in the model is
indicated as:

l e / T -l(in P 1 )H (l2 )P 2 l/0 *
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The populations. PI and P2
The sociological measure of mass at each origin and destination
urns tested ula tiuo alternative variables. Data set A comprised the
standard representation of the population component: the number of
people of the urbanized area In uihlch each airport Is located, as
enumerated by the 1990 census. Previous research has demonstrated
that the variations of origin and destination traffic volumes are
proportional to the relevant numerical populations to the first power,
and that this measure may be applied in the Interactance relationship
to assist the projection of potential future Intercommunity air
passenger traffic regardless of whether the city pairs have previously
had air service.***
The direct population counts appropriate to each community,
however, may not reflect the entire market area served by a particular
airport and those subgroups of a population that take part in the
Interaction. 0. M. Belmont was the first to propose an alternative
sociological reference measurement of the mass quantity In the gravity
formula as a means of reducing disproportions In population allocation,
and contended that the total volume of air passenger traffic generated
at each airport more suitably reflected the number of Interactors and
the effective size of the center&os An ensuing Investigation Into

8* Plott. Ulllllam J., 'Eyalueting Intercity Air Traffic, Part I.* Air Transport.
September. 1946. p. 56.
85 Belmont. Daniel M.. "A Pattern of Interstation Air Travel." Transactions.
American Society of Cluli Engineers, Paper number 2668,1957, p. 361. Reference from
Cochran, Douglas Lessel, An Eualuatlon of the Use of Sraultatlonal Formulae for
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potential air passenger traffic between selected city pairs in the eleuen
western states of the continental United States during a specified three
month period, endeavored by 0. L. Cochran, rendered the highest
association between the expected and actual interaction when the total
passenger departures from each airport were applied as the
sociological measure of mass at the origins and destinations in the
gravity equation in place of the entire population.»^ Cochran moreover
found that the number of individuals who traveled between each
specific community pair comprised an insignificant portion of the total
passengers enplaning at the city airports.*?
Data set B included the number of enplaned passengers, referring
to scheduled and non-scheduled U. S. certified route air carrier and
scheduled U. S. commuter service, departing from each airline terminal
for all destinations during calendar year 1990. The insertion of the
number of enplanements into the equation as a base variable provided
a more accurate indication of that population segment that actually
participated in the interaction and utilized the services and facilities
furnished by the respective airports, via considering the comprehensive
geographical area accomodated by each of the terminals.
Estimating Polential Btr Passenger TrafTlc Beiiveen CItu Pairs, n Dissertation,
University of Oregon, June, 1968, p. 53. Tlie procedure and results of the ahouementloned study ore denoted on pages 36 and 37.
* * Cochran, Douglas Lessel, An Evaluation of the Use of Cravltatlonal Formulae
for Estimating Potential Air Passenger Traffic Betuieen City Pairs, fl Dissertation,
University of Oregon, June, 1968, pp. 103-107. Refer also to Chapter II. 8., pages 39, 40
and 41 of this thesis.
*? Ibid., pp. 79 and 80.
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Employing traffic generotion statistic as an inden in the
interactance equation to forecast traffic generotion potentiois and
produce useful management data, presupposes that reliable and
regularly scheduled air connection between the interocting city pairs
hos already been established.wihe use of oirline possenger departures
at a specific airport for ail destinations os a sociological measure of
population in the grauitotional anaiysis technique offers a means for
eualuating the extent to which present intercommunity air passenger
traffic potentiois ore being realized. The uariabie is not applicable for
proposing seruice between locations that thus for haue not supported
reasonably sufficient air activity, end may be misrepresentatiue when
investigating probable traffic between points at which one or both of
the airports have not been servicoble for long periods due to traffic
restrictions or d e t e r m e n t s . ^

The specific levels of interaction. II and 12
S. C. Dodd and d. fl. Cavanaugh suggested that the socioeconomic
intensity particular to population groups may be indicated by weighting
the masses with influences such as sex, age, income, occupation, and
education, and that an index of specific activity may be the product of
several of these condidate subfactors.*= However, the manipulation of

88 Ibid., p. 54.
88 Ibid., pp. 109 and 109.
90 Dodd, Stuart Carter, The Interactance Hypothesis - ft Graulty Model Fitting
Physical Masses and Human Groups." ftmerlcan Sociological fteolew. volume 15,1950;
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numerous variables substantially complicates the formula and the
computation of interaction potentials, and may be avoided by
introducing a single factor that most satisfactorily represents the
attraction components in the gravity model.*'
Several analyses have ascertained that the propensity for
passenger travel is affected by economic considerations, such as
occupational responsibilities and the feasibility of an individual to incur
the cost of transport. Uarious above-cited applications of the
interactance equation (discussed in Chapter II. B.) have Indicated the
economic character of a population center to enert an influence upon
intercity air passenger traffic levels. Greater levels of employment
provide individuals the opportunity to purchase air travel, and thus
Increase the demand for air transportation.
A study undertaken by G. A. Mayhill suggested that while
employment may indeed serve as an indeu of the economic composition
of the population groups, those individuals who constitute a larger
portion of the intercommunity air travel market may be identified by
the incorporation of a money income variable Into the specific
interactance formulation.*^ A number of studies have confirmed the
and Cavanaugh. Joseph Aaron, Formulation. Analusis ondTesUng of the Interactance
Hyoothesls. A Dissertation, University of Washington, 1950. Reference from Olsson.
Gunnar. Alstance and Human Interattion. Bibliography Series, number 2, Regional
Science Research Institute, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1965, p. 55.
* ' Olsson, Gunnar, Distance and Human Interaction. Bibliography Series, number
2, Regional Science Research Institute, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1965, p. 55.
*2 Mayhill, 6. R., "A Critique of the C. fl. fl. Studies on the Air Traffic Generation
In the United States." Journal of Rlrlacv and Commerce, volume 20, 1953. p. 162.
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relationship between income and the teuel of demand for air
transportation, and shown the appropriateness of utilizing the income
potential of each place in the grauity equation as an inden of the
auerage propensity to travel by airway between cities of oil individuals
in the community.*] In his empirical estimation of air passenger traffic
from Seattle, Ufashington to 47 randomly selected cities throughout the
United States from March 1,1947 to March 1,1948, Cavanaugh applied
per capita income as an adjusting factor in the gravity model of human
interaction to study the regional differences which influence the
amount of interaction, and determined its significance within the
specific research content. The author observed that inasmuch os
interaction entails economic regard, areas with a higher average wage
level would accordingly use a greater amount of flight transport than
would be predicted by a simplified version of the equation which failed
to Incorporate this attraction factor into its interactance inden.^^The
variability of per capita income likewise produced a positive
coefficient, significant at the 0.01 level, in the enamination of
scheduled air service in rural Alaska by J. I. Gray and J. P. Rowe in 1981.
The authors concluded that income was a primary determinant of the
demand for air transportation between two places.*^

93 Please refer to Chapter II. B., pages 38-42.
*4 Cavanaugh, Joseph Aaron, Formulation. Analusis and Testing of the
interactance Hgoothesls. A Dissertation. University ofUlashlngton, 1950. pp. 9 end 121.
Please direct your attention to Chapter 11. D., pages 34 and 35 In this research.
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In the present study, the specific indicators of each popuiation
aggregate that ufere postuiated to affect the amounts and intensities
of the intercommunity air possenger traffic flows enamined, were
determined considering interregional distinctions in employment and
income levels. These indices were introduced into the interactance
equation to measure the differences in the indiuiduai propensity to
Interact uia intercommunity air transport between the set of the
groups studied in uarious geographical locations within Alaska. The
socioeconomic weights encompassed the 1990 census per capita
incomes and employment volumes, number of actively employed in the
labor force, armed forces and civilian force, pertaining to each city
listed in Table 1. The indicators of interaction were tested separately
and in combination with each other in both data sets A end & in order to
reliably evaluate the air traffic potentials.

The soace dimension. 0»
The effect of distance on the interaction potential of intercity air
passengers in Alaska was assessed by considering the great circle
mileage between each interacting community pair, shown in Table 2. The
linear treatment of distance was selected as the resistance variable in
order to maintain the Euclidean properties of space incorporated in the
gravity model, to maintain the simplicity of computation provided by
95 Gray, John T, and J. Phillip Bome.The Economic Dimensions and Feasibility of
Scheduled Air Seruice In Rural Alaska, institute of Social and Economic Research,
University of Alaska, Anchorage, Alaska, May, I9 B I, p. 57. Consult Chapter II. B., pages
41 and 42.
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TABLE 2: Distances Between the Interacting City Parts Pertaining to Study Area
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T i l t E 2f continued:

State of ilaska
City yvlatloa Rbbrevlatlont
City
Bbbreuiation
Akiachak
KKI
Alakanuk
AUK
Anchorage*
ANC
Aniak*
ANI
Barrouf*
BHIU
Bethel*
BET
Cheuak
UAK
Cordoua
CDU
Dillingham*
DLG
Dutch Harbor/
OUT
Unalaska
Emmonak
EMK
Fairbanks*
FAI
Galena*
GAL
Hooper Bay
HPB
Juneau*
JNU
Kasigluk
KUK
KTN
Ketchikan*

Bbbreuiation
£iiu
AKN
King Salmon*
Kipnuk
KPN
Kodiak*
ADQ
Kotlik
KOT
Kotzebue*
OTZ
Ktuethluk
KtUT
McGrath
MCG
Nome*
OME
Pilot Station
PQS
Quinhagak
KUIN
KSM
St. Mary's*
St. Paul Island
SNP
Sand Point
SDP
Sitka*
SIT
Stebbins
tUBB
Togiak
TOG
Unalakleet*
UNK
Vakutat
YAK

Distances ore in great circle miles.
Source: Distcolc, U.S. Department of Transportation.
* indicates an Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities
(DOT Ù PF) air seruice hub.
Source: Alaska DOT D PF.
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the equation, because the shortest airline distance is used by air
carriers as the basis for fare calculations, and since the data mere
readily accessible.
The distance betuieen city pairs ineiiitably affects traffic uolumes
because of the greater enpenditures inuoltied in undertaking lengthy
Journeys. The friction of distance in fliaskan intercity air possenger
traffic may be more proportional to the linear distance separating the
communities than to trowel time, transport cost, or other social
measurements due to the relatiwe ease and conwenience of mouement
from location to location uia air transportation. Air trowel is Alaska's
principal passenger transport system due to the lack of owerland modes
and the time inwolwed In traweling the long distances betuieen
population points. Substitution uiith road, rail, and marine transport is
largely unauailabie to the prospectiwe traweler, and is often insufficient
in locations uihere these alternatiwe modes supplement air seruice.
The demand for air passenger seruice is not coupled to
fluctuations in the Alaskan economy as tightly as in states uiith uarious
modes of competitiue transportation, and the price of air
transportation relatiwe to other components uiithin the network is
therefore not as imperotiue in the analysis of Alaskan auiation.
Moreouer, the utilization of transport cost as a transformation of the
distance uariabie in applying the interactance equation to air passenger
traffic potentials has produced unsatisfactory results, because air fares
tend to increase in a few, large steps in uarious directions, rather then
gradually and continuously with per mile distance. The linear
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measurement of interuening distance proulded a competitiue measure
for scheduled air carrier and commuter actiuity, the types of seruice
that amount to uirtually the entire uolume of passenger traffic in
RIasIca, and mere included in the obserued passenger counts (lo)
examined in this study.
The correlation betuieen the theoretical and actual uolumes of
airline traffic mas further refined uia adjusting the distance exponent
in the interactance formula. An optimal exponent of the distance factor
specific to the impact of distance on intra-Alaska air passenger trauel
betmeen the selected cities mas empirically determined by may of an
analysis for each interactance formulation In 0.5 increments from 0.5 2.5, the range preuiously determined to maximize the correspondence
betmeen the estimated and obserued ualues mith respect to scheduled
commercial air transportation.

The time dimension. I
The length of time of the obserued interactions in this study
spanned the calendar year 1990. For conuenient analysis and pertinent
results, both the aboue-mentioned hypothesized uariables and the
origin and destination air passenger traffic counts mere recorded
annually and mere all auailable for 1990. These comparable periods
proulded a preferred basis for assessing the stability characteristics of
oirline traffic mithin the intra-Alaska market. 1990 mas the most recent
year for mhich the United States census data on population, income, and
employment mere auailable, and the focus on this period ensured that
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the research results would relate to current conditions within the study
area. By confining the study to a fixed time period, the duration of
interaction was held constant and was therefore eliminated as a factor
in the interactance equation.
Examining the demand for year-round air transportation negated
the effects of seasonal variation upon traffic flows encountered in
previous investigations for which the period of actual interaction
ranged from one to four months.** The seasonal fluctuations within this
context may include the availability and accessibility of alternative
modes of transport in areas where the sectors exist, passenger
recreation and tourist movements, or air fares that are adjusted
upward during peak seasonal demands to allow for tourist traffic and
discounted when business is logging.

0. Statistical analysis of the interaction data

The forecasting potential of each formulation of the interactance
equation as applied to air possenger transportation between the
selected intra-Blaska city pairs, was evaluated by several statistical
procedures that described the data and portrayed the relative
relationship between the expected and observed values.*? The four

* * Zlpf, George Kingsley, "The PIP2/D Hypothesis: The Case of Rolltiiay
EHPress." Journal of PsycholOQtt. uolume 22.1946. p. 4.
*? The statistical Inuestlgatlon of the Interaction data was performed ula the
statistical and Information analysis system, SPSS, uerston 4. 0. 2, copyright by SPSS
Inc., Chicago. Illinois, 1990.
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socioeconomic choracteristics of the communities, introduced into the
interactance equation as presumable measures of the propensity for
interactional behauior inuoluing intercity air passenger traffic within
the research content, generated eight combinations of uariables that
produced different interaction indenes for euery distance exponent
examined. The statistical examination of the obtained data began with
a correlation analysis for all of the possible pairs of the uariables. After
adjusting for the socioeconomic factors, this resulted In a total of forty
estimated interactions (le), each of which was compared with the total
actual intercity air passenger mouements (lo). All of the coefficients of
correlation were based on two sets of obserued interacts; a) 1990
origin and destination air passenger counts for 35 cities and 44
interacting pairs, and b) 1990 origin and destination air passenger
counts for sixteen of Alaska's seuenteen air seruice hubs, inuoluing 22
interacting community pairs.
The number of passengers traueling by airway is a measurable
index of interaction for which distance constitutes an effectiue
uariabie, the pertinent data are obtainable for research, and was shown
to follow the P1P2/D relationship.^^ Howeuer, the utilization of true
origin and destination air passenger counts has not yet been
undertaken to estimate auiation traffic uia the interactance equation.
Air traffic may be classified os local or transfer mouement, the former
of which comprises passenger trauel that is either embarked upon or

*9 The gravity formula and the interactance equation as applied to air
transportation are discussed in Chapter ii. B.
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terminated at the population point designated as the respectiue origin
or destination. For air seruice hubs it represents traffic that mould
enist if the community mas not a principal actiuity center. Transfer
traffic, on the other hand, includes passenger traffic that hos shifted to
another aircraft or carrier for further mouement. It is not feasible to
differentiate betmeen local and transfer traffic from the totals
disclosed because of the tabulation methods.^^ Air traffic uolumes are
annually recorded as on-line, indicating the number of persons mho
traueied on a specific segment but not necessarily stating the actual
origins and ultimate destinations of the passengers. For enample, the
transfer point mould be reported as the destination of the air traueler
if the passenger fiem one portion of the entire trip uia the line of one
carrier, and continued the journey on a competing airline.
As a thorough means of measuring auiation traffic floms, the data
for airline traffic utilized in the present analysis comprised intra-Alaska
absolute origin and destination passenger counts, all fare classes, for
1990 scheduled air carrier and commuter seruice. The true origin and
destination traffic counts indicate the initial and terminal points of
interaction, and furthermore correspond to the population, income, and
employment indices applied in the interactance equation as the
socioeconomic characteristics particular to each community. The
passenger floms mere determined uia a) a ten percent sample of

99 Groy, John T. and J. PliHHp Rome, The Economic Pimenslons and Feasibility of
Scheduled flir Seruice In Rural Alaska. Institute of Social end Economic Research,
tfnluerslty of Alaska, Anchorage, Alaska, May, 1901, p. 25.
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ticketed passengers recorded troweling from a location uiithin Alaska to
an intrastate destination oh scheduled U. S. air carriers and commuter
airlines betuieen January 1 , 1990 and December 31,1990, and b)
specially acquired actiuity reports requested directly from the air
carriers seruing the intra-Alaska marketJ®“ For the purposes of the
present analysis, the format of air traffic counts was non-directional.
That is, the tabulated totals included the number of passengers
troweling in both directions between each city pair. Uiithin this content,
the total number of passengers flown between the selected introstote
communities during the year euamined was 559, 320. The obserued
intercity interacts ranged from 140 to 153, 750 passengers in sample
subset #1, and spanned 330 - 153, 750 in subset #2, as depicted by
seueral interwals of passenger traffic on Maps 3 and 4.
The computed coefficient of correlation assessed the statistical
correspondence between the predictions of the interactance theory and
the obserued interacting. This approach represents an objectiue method
by which the relationship between the pairs of uariables is measured,
quantitatiuely described, and rendered comparable.ioi The calculation
of the correlation coefficient was accomplished by the Pearson method,
a useful, symmetric inden that summarizes the obserued strength of

IQQ The uolume of elrllne passengers betuieen specific points uies obtained
from Reuters Information Seruice: at a significant cost, and because of specific
stipulations in the contract the actual number of absolute origin and destination air
passenger counts could not be published In this thesis.
10* Hammond, Robert and Patrick S. McCultagh, Quantitatlue Techniques in
Ceogranhu: Bn Introduction. Published by Oxford Uniuersity Press, second edition,
1970, pp. 219 and 222.
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the lineor association betuieen uariables. Pearson's coefficient is
obbreuioted as r, and its ualues range from -1 (a perfectly negatiue
relation) to +1 (a perfectly positiue linear correlation) . ' 02 The sign
designates the direction of the interrelationship from positiue to
negatiue correlation. Uariables are positiuely correlated if high ualues
for one cause similar changes in the other or if tuio sets of uariables
uiith loui ualues are in direct proportion to each other, and negatiuely
associated if the uariables illustrate an inuerse relationship. The
numerical ualue of the coefficient expresses the strength of correlotion
and mas used as

0

uital test of the interactance hypothesis. An r ualue

of 1 denotes an exact correlation betuieen the interactance theory and
the obseruation, and thus a perfect prediction of interaction among the
populations inuolued.'^ A loui coefficient, close to zero, indicates a
uieak correlation and may signify the inualidity of the interactance
hypothesis uiithin the research parameters, the presence of historical
or ouerlying factors, or e r r o r s . g random, nonlinear correspondence
betuieen uariables is represented by an r ualue approaching zero. A
prediction betuieen uariables uia the Pearson technique is more precise

10) Nonisls, Marija J., SPSS Base Sifstcm User's Guide. Copyright by SPSS Inc.,

Chicago, Illinois, 1990, p. 139.
103 cawanaugh, Joseph Baron, Formulation. Analusis and Testing of the
interactance Hypothesis. A Dissertation. Uniuersity ofUlashlngton, 1950,, pp. IB and

19.
104 oodd, Stuart Carter, "The Interactance Hypothesis - A Gravity Model Fitting
Physical Masses and Human Groups." American Sociological Aevleui. uolume 1 5 ,195D, p.
246.
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among components that are strongly related, because of a minimization
of the degree of error inuolued in the

e s t im o t io n jo s

The correlation inden betuieen the expected behauior predicted
by the equation (le) uiith the actual interactional behauior increasingly
approached unity and signified a strong association betuieen the
hypothesized factors of interaction and obserued intercity air
passenger traffic in Alaska, as the components of interaction became
well determined, measured, and considered.'"* If the predictance
correlation, r, was raised by the employment of a hypothesized
measure of interaction potential or a specific differential characteristic
pertaining to a population unit, singly or in combination, the candidate
indicator could be recognized as a factor in the interactance
equation.'"? j . p. Cauanuagh obserued a correlation of r » 0.80 at the
0.05 leuel of significance between predicted interaction and the actual
amounts of obserued interaction, in his analysis of the interactance
equation as applied to possenger flows by airlines between Seattle,
Washington and uarious United States cities in 1940.'""
In this thesis, the significance of the calculated interrelationship
between uariables was then statistically tested. This test eualuates the
'" * Linton, Marigold, Phillip S. Golloui Jr., and Cheryl n. Logon, The Practical
Statistician. Published by Brooks/Cole Publishing Company, Monterey, California, 1975,
p. 544.
Ibid., p. 245.
'"? Ibid., p. 248.

'" " Couonaugh, Joseph Boron, Formulation. Analusis and Testing of the
Interactance Muoothesls. A Dissertation, Uniuersity of Washington, 1950, p. 132.
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probability that the association betuieen uariables may be due to
random uariation, and complements the coefficient of correlation. While
a descriptive statistic such as Pearson's coefficient, r, measures the
entent of agreement betuieen tuio sets of paired ualues, the
significance ieuel indicates the chance of correiation uihen no linear
relationship exists in the population among the uariables enamined.'o*
If the r obtained exceeded the critical ualue specific to the number of
paired scores inuolued in the study, it couid be deduced that the
correspondence in the sample uias representative of an existing
relation in the population from uihich the observations uiere
obtained.'>0 fl tuio-taiied significance test uias utilized to determine
the percent probability of chance variation in tuio directions, because
the pairs of variables may potentially have been positively or
negatively correlated. The critical value of the correlation index, r,
required for sample subset #1, involving 44 interocting city pairs, uias
0.288 for the 0.05 level of statistical significance and 0.372 for the 0.0!
level."' The difference betuieen sample subset #2, containing 22 pairs
of communities, and the observed interaction, uias determined

'W Hommond, Robert end Patrick S. McCullegh, ttuantltetlwe Techniques in
Ceegreohy: ftn Introduction. Published by Oxford University Press, second edition,
1978, p. 162; and Norusis, Marija J., SP$s Base Syi tem Uter i Pulfle- cooyrtgitt by SPSS
Inc.. Chicago, Illinois, 1990, p. #89
' '" Linton, Marigold, Phillip S Goltoiv Jr., end Cheryl B. Logan, The Practical
Statistician. Published by Brooks/Cole Publishing Company, Monterey, California, 1975,
pp. 342 and 546.
Ibid., p. 375.
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statistically significant at the 0.05 leuel uiith a ualue of r - 0.428, and r
- 0.562 at the 0.01 leuel.'
The ualues of the uariables for all of the cases uiere plotted on a
scatter diagram, constructed for each computed correlation. The
graphic representation depicts the degree of correspondence betuieen
the estimated amounts of interaction and the actual counts of air
passengers at origin and destination, from uihich preuiously
undiscouered relationships among certain city pairs can be detected,
conclusions may efficiently be realized, euplonotions for obserued
behauior attempted, and ultimately, limitations of the research
reueoled.
The expected interaction (le) according to seueral predictions of
the interactance equation uias plotted in uarious magnitudes on the
ordinate, while the original obserued interaction ualues by city pair (lo)
uiere placed along the abscissa at euenly spaced interuals. The
calculated relatiue ualues of interaction were not depicted on the yoKis as a standardized, measurable unit system because of their
dependence on the uarious measures utilized to represent the
population, socioeconomic indicator, and distance components in the
interactance formulations. The ualues for each case on the estimated
and the actual interaction are presented uia a symbol 1 on the scatter
diagram. Due to the plotting capacity, cases with similar ualues for the

" 2 Hammond, Robert and Patrick S. McCullagh, DuantltatloeTechniques In
Geoorgphu: An introduction. Published by Oxford Uniuersity Press, second edition,
1970, p. 546.
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two ooriobies ore enhibited on the some point ond ore hence
indistinct.*'3 Multiple coses ot the some position moy represent close
but not identicol uolues, ond ore signified by the octuol number of
ouerlopping points or vio different symbols included in on ottoched key,
which represent the number of coincident coses on the plot.**^
Accordingly, on oggregotion of points moy be disployed on the plot upon
the inclusion of coses possessing remote uolues.
R line most closely fitting the obserued points wos superimposed
on the scotter diogrom os o summory expression of the linear
relotionship in the doto, indicoted by the potterns of the plotted
symbols, fl lineor doto distribution is one in which the points
representing the uoriotes cluster oround o stroight line running through
the plot, ond implies o substontiol correlotion between exponentiolly
reloted uoriobles. Becouse both o lineor ond o nonlineor correspondence
moy generote similor uolues of r, the trend of the plot prouides o
uoluoble supplement to the correlotion coefficient in uerifying the
interoctonce equotion uio its description of the relotionship between
uoriobles, especiolly omong significontly ossocioted ones thot houe
been confirmed ot o 95% or 99% confidence interuol.
The line of best fit wos computed uio the method of least squares,
which incorporotes the smollest sum of squored uerticol distances from
the obserued doto points to the line, ond its intercepts were indicoted

113 Norutls, Marija J., SPSS Base
Chicago, Illinois. 1990, p. 172.

User’s Guide. CopyMghI by SPSS Inc.,

**4 Ibid..
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by the fetter R placed at two positions in the margins of the plot.' 's The
trend line designated regularities and thus identified city pairs that
significantly deviated from the hypothesized relationship between the
eupected and actual interaction, for which additional or alternative
factors must be considered in order to increase the predictance.

" 5 Ibid., pp. 187 ond 247; end Ibid., SPSS/PC+ Studentwere. Copyright by SPSS
Inc., Chicago. Illinois, 1988. p. 329.
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RESERRCH FINRIN6S

fl. flesults of computation onolysts

Figures 1 through 20 depict the results of the computations of the
obtained data on the uolume of intercity airline passenger traffic,
intercommunity mileage, city populations, an altematiue sociological
measure of population, and socioeconomic indicators of interaction,
utilized in analyzing and eualuating the interactance equation within
the parameters of this research as detailed in the preuious chapter and
summarized in Table I. The outcomes shown in Figures t to 12 reflect
the uarious formulations of the equation as applied to the selected
intra-flloska city pairs (sample subset #1), whereas Figures 13 through
20 describe the findings appertaining to the air seruice hubs within the
state (sample subset #2).
In Figures 1-5 are presented the statistical results concerning the
formulations in which the numerical populations (data set fl) were
introduced as the socioiogical measure of mass at each of the selected
pairs of cities in sample subset #1. Along the abscissa of the scatter
diagrams are plotted the number of passengers mouing uia airway
between the aboue-mentioned community pairs whose interaction
ualues, as estimated by the interactance equation, are depicted on the
84
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FIGURE I
C o r r e la tio n C o e ff ic ie n t and S c a tte r Diagram Betmeen Observed
A i r l i n e Passenger T r a f f i c and th e In te ra c ta n c e Index,
U t i l i z i n g V a ria b le s P o p u la tio n , D is to n c e , and th e D is ta n c e
Exponent 0 . 5 , fo r Sample Subset I , D ata S et A

->

include fiIe«data1a.plot.
1 data l is t file -d a ta la .d a t/ pair 1-2 incoeel 3-9 empi 10-16 enplane 1 17-23
2
incoee2 24-30 emp2 31-37 enplone2 38-44 popi 45-51
3
pop2 52-58 d is t 59-62 observela 63-68.

This command m ill read 1 records from dotola.dot
Variable
PAIR
IMC0ME1
EMPI
EMPLAME1
IHC0ME2
EMP2
EMPLAME2
POPI
POP2
DIST
OBSERVE1
4
5
6
7

Rec

Start

End

1
3
10
17
24
31
38
45
52
59
63

2
9
16
23
30
37
44
51
58
62
68

Format
F2.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F4.0
F6.0

compute 11»income1*emp1*enplone1
compute 12 » i ncome2*emp2*enp 1ane2
compute exp1o»(pop1)*(pop2)/dist**.3.
corr variobles«e)q)1a observelo/stotisti
- EXPIA

EXPIA
OBSERVE1A

1.0000
.9508##

• - S i g n i f . LE .0 3

C o r r e la tio n Coe
OBSERVE1A
.9308##
1.0000
«« - S ig n if . LE .01

(2 t o l l e d )
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FIGURE Ip continued:

PLOT OF EXPECTED DRTR SETIfl WITH OBSERVED DRTR SETIA
For key see Appendix
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F IQ V B g ?
C o e ff ic ie n t end S c e tte r D iogroe Beteeen Observed
A i r l i n e Passenger T r a f f i c end the In te ro c to n c e Index,
U t i l i z i n g V a ria b le s P o p u la tio n , D is ta n c e , and the D istan ce
Exponent 1 .0 , f o r Soeple Subset 1, Dote S e t A

->

include file=dato1o.plot.
1 data lis t file*data1a dot/ pair 1-2 incoeel 3-9 «npl 10-16 enpicml 17-23
2
incoee2 24-30 eep2 31-37 enplane2 38-44 popi 45-51
3
pop2 52-58 d is t 59-62 observe la 63-68.

This command m ill read 1 records from data1a.dat
Variable

Rec

Start

End

PAIR
IMC0ME1
EMP1
EMPLAMEI
IHC0ME2
EMP2
EMPLRME2
POPI
POP2
DIST
0BSERUE1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
3
10
17
24
31
38
45
52
59
63

2
9
16
23
30
37
44
51
58
62
68

4
5
6
7

Format
F2.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F4.0
F6.0

compute 11=income1*emp1*enplane1
cornet# 12* income2*emp2*enp1an#2
compute exp1a=(pop1)*(pop2>/dist**1.
corr voriables=exp1a observelo/statisti
- — C o r r e la tio n C o e ffic ie n ts
EXPIA

EXPIA
OBSEAUEIA

1.0000

.9 0 0 2 *#

• - S i g n l f . LE .0 3

OBSEAUEIA
.9 0 0 2 **
1.0000
* * - S ig n lf . LE .01

( 2 - t e l le d )
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FiS U fg 2 f continued:

PLOT OF EXPECTED DflTR BETIA WITH OOSEROED ORTR SET1R
F o r key see Rppendix
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FIGURE 3
C o r r « ia tio n C o e ff ic ie n t end S c a tte r D iogroe Beteeen Observed
A i r l i n e Possenger T r a f f i c and the in te ro c to n c e Index,
U t i l i z i n g V a ria b le s P o p u la tio n , D is ta n c e , and th e D is tan c e
Exponent 1 .5 , f o r Saeple Subset 1, Data S e t A

->

include fiie -d a ta 1 a .p lo i.
1 data lis t file *d a tc 1 a .d a t/ pair 1-2 income 1 3-9 enpt 10-16 enplane 1 17-23
2
incoee2 24-30 emp2 31-37 enplane2 38-44 popi 45-51
3
pop2 52-58 d ist 59-62 obseruela 63-68,

This command « i l l read 1 records from data1a.dat
Variable
PAIR
IMC0ME1
EMP1
EMPLAMEI
IMC0ME2
EMP2
EMPLANE2
POPI
POP2
DIST
0BSERUE1
4
5
6
7

Rec

Start

End

1
3
10
17
24
31
38
45
52
59
63

2
9
16
23
30
37
44
51
58
62
68

Format
F2.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F4.0
F6.0

compute 11«income1*emp1*enplane1.
compute 12«income2*emp2*enpIane2.
compute exp1o=(pop1)*(pop2)/dist**1,5.
corr variables«exp1a observe1a/stotistics=al
—

-

EXPIA
EXPIA
OBSERVE1A

1.0000
.9 5 3 4 # *

• - S I g n i f . LE .0 5

-

C o rr e la tio n C o e ffic
OBSERVE1A
.9534##
1,0000
## - S ig n lf . LE .01

( 2 -ta lle d )
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FIGURE 3 . eoffitiiMMHl:

PLOT OF EXPECTED ORTR 8ET1R WITH OBSERVED ORTR SETIfl
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FIGURE 4
C o r r e la tio n C o e ff ic ie n t end S c o tte r D iogroe Beteeen Observed
A i r l i n e Possenger T r o f f i c end the In te ro c to n c e Index,
U t i l i z i n g U o rio b le s P o p e lo tio n , D is ta n c e , and th e D is tan c e
Exponent 2 . 0 , f o r Saeple Subset I , D ate S et A

->

include flle "d o ta to .p lo t.
doto lis t file«dato1a.dat/ pair 1-2 incoeel 3-9 empi 10-16 enpionel 17-23
incoee2 24-30 eep2 31-37 enplone2 38-44 popi 45-51
pop2 52-58 d is t 59-62 observe to 63-68,

TTiis command « i l l read 1 records from data1a.dat
Variable
PAIR
IMCOMEI
EMPI
EMPLAMEI
INC0ME2
EMP2
EHPLANE2
POPI
POP2
DIST
OBSERVE1

Rec

Start

End

1
3
10
17
24
31
38
45
52
59
63

2
9
16
23
30
37
44
51
58
62
68

Format
F2.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F4.0
F6.0

4 compute 11»i ncome1*emp1*enp1one 1
5 compute l2=income2*emp2*enplone2
6 compute e%p1o=(pop1)*(pop2)/dist**2.
7 corr variobles»expla observe1a/statist11
C o rre lo tio n C o e ffic ie n ts
EXPIA
EXPIA
0BSCRME1A

t . 0000
.9 1 0 1 *#

* - S i g n i f . LE .0 5

-----

OBSERVE1A
.9 1 0 1 *#
1.0000
* * - S ig n if . LE .01

( 2 - to i le d )
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FIGURE 4 , eofitlniMMi;

PLOT OF EXPECTED ORTR SET1R WITH OBSERVED ORTR SETIR
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FIGURE 5
C o rr e lo tio n C o e ff ic ie n t and S c a tte r Diagram Beteeen Observed
R i r l i n e Passenger T r a f f i c and the In te ro c to n c e Index,
U t i l i z i n g V a ria b le s P o p u la tio n , D is ta n c e , and the D istan c e
Exponent 2 . 5 , f o r Sample Subset 1, D ata S et A

ii%lude f i lc«data1a.plot.
data lis t fiI#»data1a.dat/ pair 1-2 incoeal 3-9 etpl 10-16 enplane 1 17-23
incom#2 24-30 #mp2 31-37 enplone2 38-44 popi 45-51
pop2 52-58 d ist 59-62 obsarvela 63-68.

->

This command mill read 1 records from data1a.dat
Variable
PAIR
IMCOMEI
EMPI
EMPLAMEI
IMC0ME2
EMP2
EMPLRME2
POPI
POP2
DIST
0BSEFKE1
4
5
6
7

Rec

Start

End

1
3
10
17
24
31
38
45
52
59
63

2
9
16
23
30
37
44
51
58
62
68

Format
F2.0
F7 0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F4.0
F6.0

compute 11»income1*emp1* 0 iplone1
compute 12=income2*emp2*enp1one2
compute e%pla=(pop1)*(pop2)/dlst**2.5.
corr uoriobles*exp1o observe1a/statisti
-

EXPIA
EXPIA
OBSEAUEIA

1,0000
.6 0 7 0 **

♦ - S ig n if . LE .0 3

-

-

C o r r e la tio n Coe
OBSEAUEIA
.6 9 7 0 **
1.0000
* * - S ig n if . LE

(2 -to ile d )
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FIGURE

comtinwed:

PLOT OF EXPECTED ORTR SETIfl WITH OBSEflUED DflTfl SETIfl
For key see Appendix
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ordinate. For the soke of breuity, the calculated coefficients of
correlation and the scatter diagrams that mere constructed for each
ualue of Intercity distance between 0.5 and 2.5 In 0.5 Increments of the
exponent, mere cited only for sample subset #1, Figures 1 through 5,
mhen the direct population counts mere Incorporated as the sole
attraction uarlable In the model. Throughout the study, the relationship
between Intercommunity distance and the passenger counts at origin
and destination mas shown to be an Inverse linear one. fls summarized
in Figure 2, a distance maximizing exponent of 1.0 provided the highest
association between the Interoctonce equation and aviation traffic
among the selected cities in 1990, and hence mas chosen as the base
value to determine the outcomes of the formulations that mere
analyzed in Figures 6-20.
In sample subset #1, the identical demographic variable,
combined with per capita Income, mas utilized in the gravity equation
and the computed correlotion index and scatter diagram for these
values are given In Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the findings generated by
using the number of individuals actively employed In the labor force,
armed forces, and civilian force In conjunction with the population
expression. Figure 0 illustrates the correspondence between le and lo
stipulated by the Interoctonce equation upon the Introduction of the
direct population counts, per capita Income, and employment volumes.
The data for scheduled intra-state air passengers between the
selected community pairs In sample subset #1 using the formulations
that Introduced the number of enplaned passengers departing from
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FIGURE 6
C o rr « lo tlo fi C o e ff ic ie n t end S c o tte r D iogroe Beteeen Observed
R i r l i n e Passenger T r o f f i c and th e In te ro c to n c e Index,
U t i l i z i n g U o rio b le s P o p u lo tio n , Incoee, D is ta n c e , ond the
O fstonce Exponent 1 .0 , f o r Saeple Subset I , Goto Set A

include file«dotola plot.
data l i s t f i lemdatala.dat/ fM ir 1-2 incoMi 3-9 empi 10-16 enpionel 17-23
income2 24-30 emp2 31-37 enplone2 38-44 popi 45-51
pop2 52-56 d is t 50-62 observelo 63-68.

->

This command « i l l read 1 records from data1a.dat
Variable

Rec

Start

End

PAIR
IMCOMEI
EMPI
EMPLWE1
IMC0ME2
EMP2
EMPLRME2
POPI
POP2
DIST
OBSERVE 1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
3
10
17
24
31
38
45
52
59
63

2
9
16
23
30
37
44
51
58
62
68

4
5
6
7

Format
F2.0
F7.0
F7.D
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F4.0
F6.0

compute 11»income1*emp1*enplone1.
compute 12= i ncome2*emp2*enpIone2.
compute exp1a»(i ncomel*pop1>*(income2*pop2)/dIst**1.
corr variobles=exp1a observela/stotisttestai I .
C o rr e lo tio n C o e ffic ie n ts
EXPIA

EXPIA
OBSEAUEIA

1.0000
.9 6 4 2 **

* - S i g n i f . LE .0 9

- -

OBSEAUEIA
.9 6 4 2 **
1.0000
* * - S ig n if . LE .01

(2 -to ile d )
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FJ6UBE 5. cîO fitim iad;

PLOT OF EXPECTEO DATA 8ET1R WITH OBSERVED ORTR SETIR
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FIGURE 7
C o r r e lo tio n C o o f fic le n t ond S c o tte r Diogroe Beteeen Observed
R i r l i n e Possenger T r o f f i c ond the In te ro c to n c e Index,
U t i l i z i n g V a ria b le s P o p u lo tio n , EnpIoyoent, O isto n ce, ond th e
D isto n ce Exponent 1 .0 , f o r Soeple Subset I , Doto Set R

->

include filead otato .plo t.
1 data lis t file ^ d a ta la .d a t/ pair 1-2 income 1 3-9 empi 10-16 enplane 1 17-23
2
income2 24-30 emp2 31-37 enplane2 38-44 popl 45-51
3
pop2 52-58 d ist 59-62 observela 63-68.

This command « i l l read 1 records from dota1a.dat
Vorioble
PAIR
IMCOMEI
EMPI
EMPLAMEI
IMC0ME2
EMP2
EMPLAME2
POPI
POP2
DIST
OBSERVEI
4
5
6
7

Rec

Start

End

1

2
9
16
23
30
37
44
51
58
62
68

3
10
17
24
31
36
45
52
59
63

Format
F2.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F4.0
F6.0

compute I1=income1*emp1*enplane1.
compute l2«income2*emp2*enplane2.
compute exp1a»(emp1*pop1)*(emp2*pop2)/dist**1
corr variables*exp1a observe1a/statistics=oll
C o rr e lo tio n C o e ffic ie n ts
OBSERVEIA

EXPIA
EXPIA
OBSERVEim

1.0000
. 9115 #

# - S i ^ i l f . LE .0 5

-----

*

.9115##
1.0000
## - S ig n if . LE .01

(2 -to ile d )
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FIG U K 7 f c o n ti n u e d :

PLOT OF EXPECTED DflTfl SETIfl UITH OBSEflUED DflTfl SETIfl
For k#y soo flppondix
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FIGURE 8
C o r r e la tio n C o e ff ic ie n t and S c a tte r D iag rae Beteeen Observed
A i r l i n e Passenger T r a f f i c and the In te ra c ta n c e Index,
U t i l i z i n g V a ria b le s P o p u la tio n , Income, Employment, D is ta n c e ,
and the D is tan c e Exponent 1 .0 , f o r Sample Subset 1, D ata Set A

->

include file=dala1a.plot.
1 data li s t fiIe«data1a.dat/ pair 1-2 incoeel 3-9 empi 10-16 enpionel 17-23
2
incoee2 24-30 eep2 31-37 enplone2 38-44 popi 45-51
3
pop2 52-58 d ist 50-62 observela 63-68.

This coeeond « i l l read 1 records froe data1a.dat
Variable
PAIR
IMCOMEI
EMPI
EMPLAMEI
IMC0ME2
EMP2
EMPLAME2
POPI
POP2
DIST
OBSERVEI
4
5
6
7

Rec

Start

End

1
3
10
17
24
31
38
45
52
59
63

2
9
16
23
30
37
44
51
58
62
68

Format
F2.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F4.0
F6.0

compute 11» income 1*emp1»enplane1.
compute l2*income2*em^2*enplane2.
compute exp1a»(i ncome1*emp1*pop1)*(1ncome2*emp2*pop2)/d1s t * * l .
corr vori Ob les«exp la observe 1o/s ta t is ti c s ^ l 1.
— — C o r r a la tio n C o e ffic ie n ts
EXPIA

EXPIA
D8SERUEIA

1.D000
.9 1 2 4 # *

• - S i g n i f . LE .D9

- -

DBSERVEIA
.9 1 2 4 **
1.D0DD
* * - S ig n if . LE

D1

< 2 -t a i l e d )
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FJCUBE 8 f co n tin u ed :

PLOT OF EXPECTED DATA SET1A UITH 08SEAVED DATA SET1A
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each airline terminal for all destinations (data set B) In place of city
population to represent thé airline segments for each ualue of distance,
ore indicated and plotted in Figure 9. The same demographic uariable,
applied along uiith money income, is illustrated in Figure 10. Figure 11
signifies the number of enplanements entered into the interactance
equation in conjunction uiith the amount of employed persons in each
place. The results produced by the formulations uihich incorporated all
three of the preuiously mentioned uariables ore depicted in Figure 12.
An equiualent treatment of the data uias adhered to in Figures 13
through 16, which specify and graphically summarize the association
between the estimated and actual ualues when the population counts
of each incorporated community, as enumerated by the census, were
included in the grauitational formula to forecast passenger traffic
leuels within sample subset #2. In Figures 17 to 20 the number of
enplaned passengers represented the populations of the air service
hubs and interacting city pairs in the model.
The obtained results conclusively indicate a positive correlation,
ranging from r - 0.70 to 0.97 and significant at the 0.01 two-tailed
level, between the expected interaction according to the predictions of
the interoctonce formulations (le) and the samples of actual observed
aviation traffic (lo). The closeness of fits in both sample subsets 1 and
2, depicted by the scatter diagrams, is high with those sets of data in
which either the 1990 census populations of each community or the
number of enplaned passengers at each airline terminal departing for
all destinations, were entered into the interactance equation as the
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FIGURE O
C o r r e lo tio n C o e ff ic ie n t and S c o tte r D iogroe Beteeen Observed
A i r l i n e Possenger T r o f f i c and th e In te ro c to n c e Index,
U t i l i z i n g U o rio b le s Pt»p«ilotion, O isto n c e, ond th e D istonce
Exponent 1 .0 , f o r Soeple Subset 1, Data S e t B

include fMe»dota1b.plot.
data lis t file *d a ta tb .d a t/ pair 1-2 Incoeel 3-9 empi 10-16 lncome2 17-23
eep2 24-30 popi 31-37 pop2 38-44 d is t 45-48 observelb 49-54,

->

This command m ill read 1 records from data1b.dat
Variable

Rec

Start

End

PAIR
IMCOMEI
EMPI
IMC0ME2
EMP2
POPI
POP2
DIST
0BSERUE2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
3
10
17
24
31
38
45
49

2
9
16
23
30
37
44
46
54

3
4
5
6

Format
F2.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F4.0
F6.0

compute 11«Income1*emp1.
compute 12 * Incom#2*emp2.
compute exp1b*<pop1>*<pop2)/dlst**1.
corr uarlables*exp1b observeIb/statIsti
C o rr e lo tio n C o e ffic ie n ts
EXP 18

EXP IB
0BSERUE1B

1.0000
.8 7 4 8 **

* - S ig n if . LE .09

-----

OBSERVEIB
.8 7 4 8 **
1.0000
* * - S ig n lf . LE .01

(2 -to ile d )
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FIGURE

coffitinuttd:

PLOT OF EXPECTED ORTR SET1B WITH OBSERVED ORTR SET IB
F o r koy soo Rppondix
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FIGURE 10
C o r r e lo tio n C o e ff ic ie n t and S c a tte r D iag ra e Beteeen Observed
A i r l i n e Passenger T r a f f i c and the In te ro c to n c e Index,
U t i l i z i n g V a ria b le s P o p u la tio n , Income, D is to n c e , and th e
D is tim c e Exponent 1 .0 , f o r Soeple Subset 1, Doto Set B

inctud* file=dota1b.plot.
data lis t fiIe«data1b.dat/ pair 1-2 incoeel 3-9 empi 10-16 income2 17-23
emp2 24-30 popi 31-37 pop2 38-44 d is t 45-48 observelb 49-54.

->

This command w ilt read 1 re c o rd from data1b.dat
U arifble
PAIR
IMCOMEI
EMPI
INC0ME2
EMP2
POPI
POP2
DIST
0BSERUE2
4
5
6
7

Rec

Start

End

1
3
10
17
24
31
38
45
49

2
9
16
23
30
37
44
48
54

Format
F2.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F4.0
F6.0

compute 11«income1*emp1.
compute l2«income2#emp2.
compute exp1b»< income1*pop1 )* (income2*p
corr voricbles«exp1b observelb/statisti
C o rr e lo tio n C o e ffic ie n ts
EXPIB

EXP IB
OBSERVEIB

1.0000
.0 1 7 1 # *

* - S ig n if . LE .0 3

-----

OBSERVEIB
.9171##
1.0000
## - S ig n if . LE .01

< 2 -t e l le d )
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FIGURE 10, con tin ued :

PLOT OF EXPECTED ORTR 8ET1B WITH OBSERVED ORTR SET IB
F o r key see Rppendix
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FIGURE 11
C o r r e la tio n C o e ff ic ie n t and S c a tte r D iag rae Beteeten Observed
R i r l i n e Passenger T r a f f i c end the In te ro c to n c e Ind ex,
U t i l i z i n g V a ria b le s P o p u la tio n , Eeplo g e a n t. D is ta n c e , and the
D is to n c e Exponent 1 .0 , f o r Soeple Subset 1, D ata Set B

->

include fi1e*data1b.plot.
1 data lis t fiIe«data1b.dat/ pair 1-2 incoeel 3-9 empi 10-16 income2 17-23
2
emp2 24-30 popi 31-37 pop2 38-44 d ist 45-48 observelb 49-54.

This command m ill read 1 records from data1b.dat
Variable
PAIR
IMCOMEI
EMPI
IMC0ME2
EMP2
POPI
POP2
DIST
0BSERUE2
3
4
5
6

Rec

Start

End

1
3
10
17
24
31
38
45
49

2
9
16
23
30
37
44
48
54

Format
F2.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F4.0
F6.0

compute 11*( ncome 1*emp1.
compute l2=income2*emp2.
compute exp1b"(emp1*pop1)*(emp2*pop2)/dist**1.
corr voriables»exp1b observe1b/statistics"all.
— — C o r r e la tio n C o e ffic ie n ts
EXP IB

EXP1B
OBSERVEIB

1.0000
giTT##

• - S ig n if . LE .0 9

OBSERVEIB
.9 1 7 7 * *
1.0000
me - S ig n if . LE .01

(2 -to ile d )
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FIGURE i l .

co n tin u ed :

PLOT OF EXPECTED ORTR 8ETIB WITH OBSERVED DRTR SET IB
F o r key see Rppendix
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FIGURE 12
C o r r e la tio n C o e ff ic ie n t ond S c a tte r D iag rae Beteeen Observed
R i r l i n e Passenger T r a f f i c and the In te ra c ta n c e Index,
U t i l i z i n g V a ria b le s P o p u la tio n , Incoee, E ep loyeent, D is ta n c e ,
and th e D is tan c e Exponent 1 .0 , f o r Soeple Subset 1, Data S et B

include file^ d atalb .p to t.
data lis t file -d c to lb d a t/ pair 1-2 incoeel 3-9 eepi 10-16 incoee2 17-23
emp2 24-30 popi 31-37 pop2 % -44 dist 45-48 observelb 49-54.
This coeeond « i l l reod 1 records from doto 1b.dot
Variable
PAIR
IMCOMEI
EMPI
INC0ME2
EMP2
POPI
POP2
DIST
08SERUE2
3
4
5
6

Rec

Start
1
3
10
17
24
31
38
45
49

End
2
9
16
23
30
37
44
48
54

Format
F2.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F4.0
F6.0

compute 11«i ncome 1*eep1.
compute 12= i ncome2*emp2.
compute exp 1b*<I1*pop1>*‘<l2*pop2>/dist*
corr voriables=exp1b observelb/statisti
C o r r e la tio n C o e ffic ie n ts
EXP IB

EXP IB
OBSERVEIB

1.0000
.0 2 2 3 **

* - S ig n if . LE .09

-----

OBSERVEIB
.0 2 2 3 **
1.0000
* * - S ig n lf . LE .01

( 2 - to I le d )
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FIGURE 12r con tin ued :

PLOT OF EXPECTED ORTA SET IB WITH OBSERUED DATA SETIB
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C o r r e la tio n C o o f flc io n i and S c a tte r D iag rae Beteeen Observed
R i r l i n e Passenger T r a f f i c and the In te ra c ta n c e Index,
U t i l i z i n g V a ria b le s P o p u la tio n , D is ta n c e , and the D istan ce
Exponent 1 .0 , f o r Saeple Subset 2 , D ata Set R

Include fIle«daio2a.plot.
data l i s t file«dato2a.dat/ pair 1-2 incoeel 3-9 eepi 10-16 enpionel 17-23
incoee2 24-30 eep2 31-37 enplone2 38-44 popi 45-51
pop2 52-58 d ist 59-62 observe2o 63-68.

->

This coeeond s i l l read 1 records froe data2o.dat
Variable
PAIR
IMCOMEI
EMPI
EMPLAMEI
IMC0ME2
EMP2
EMPLAME2
POPI
POP2
DIST
OBSERVES
4
5
6
7

Rec

Start

End

1
3
10
17
24
31
38
45
52
59
63

2
9
16
23
30
37
44
51
58
62
68

Foreat
F2.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F4.0
F6.0

coepute 11«incoee1*eep1*enplane1
coepute l2*incoee2*eep2*enplone2
coepute exp2o"(pop1)*(pop2)/d1s t * * 1.
corr variobles»exp2a obserue2o/statisti
— "■

EXP2R
EXP2R
0BSERUE2R

1.0000
.0 7 2 2 *#

• - S ig n if . LE .0 9

C o r r e la tio n Coe
0BSERVE2R
.9 7 2 2 **
1.0000
«« - S ig n if . LE .01

( 2 - ta ile d )
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FKMIBE I3 f con tin ued :

PLOT OF EXPECTED ORTH 8ET2R WITH OBSERVED DRTR SET2R
For key see Appendix
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F I9 W K

H

C o r r ç lo tio n C o e f f ic ie n t and S c o tte r Oiogroe Beteeen Observed
A i r l i n e Passenger T r a f f i c and the In te ra c ta n c e index.
U t i l i z i n g V a ria b le s P o p u la tio n , In coe e , D is ta n c e , and th e
D is ta n c e Exponent 1 .0 , f o r Sample Subset 2 , Data Set A

include file=dc:ta2a.plot.
data lis t fiIe»data2a.dat/ pair 1-2 incoeel 3-9 eepl 10-16 enplanel 17-23
incoee2 24-30 emp2 31-37 enplone2 38-44 popi 45-51
pop2 52-58 d is t 59-62 observe2o 63-68.

->

This command « i l l read 1 records from dato2a.dat
Variable
PAIR
IMC0ME1
EMP1
EMPLRME1
IMC0ME2
EMP2
EMPLRME2
POPI
POP2
DIST
OBSERVES
4
5
6
7

Rec

Start

End

1

2
9
16
23
30
37
44
51
58
62
68

3
10
17
24
31
38
45
52
59
63

Format
F2.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F4.0
F6.0

compute I1«income1*emp1*enplane1.
compute 12* i ncome2*emp2*enpIan#2.
compute exp2a=(Income1*pop1 ) * ( i ncome2*pop2)/dIst**i
corr variables*exp2a observe2a/statiStics*olI.
C o r r e la tio n C o e ffic ie n ts
EXP2A

EXP2A
0BSERVE2A

1.0000

.9 6 8 3 # *

# - S i g n i f . LE .0 9

-----

0BSEAVE2A
9683##
1.0000
## - S ig n if . LE

01

< 2 - t o ile d )
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FIGURE 14f c o n tin u ed :

PLOT OF EXPECTED ORTR 8ET2R WITH OBSERVED DRTR 8ET2R
F o r key see Appendix
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FIGURE 15
C o rrc lo tic m C o e ff ic ie n t and S c a tte r D iag rae Beteeen Observed
A i r l i n e Passenger T r a f f i c and the in te ra c ta n c e Index,
U t i l i z i n g V a ria b le s P o p u la tio n , E ep loyn ent, D is ta n c e , and the
D is ta n c e Exponent 1 .0 , f o r Sample Subset 2 , Data S et A

include f i l esdato2a.plot.
data li s t fiIe"d ata2a.d at/ pair 1-2 Income1 3-9 eepl 10-16 enplanel 17-23
incoee2 24-30 emp2 31-37 enplane2 38-44 popi 45-51
pop2 52-58 d is t 59-62 observe2o 63-M .

->

This command « i l l read 1 records from dato2a.dat
Variable
PAIR
IMC0ME1
EMP1
EMPLRME1
IMC0ME2
EMP2
EMPLRME2
POPI
POP2
DIST

OBSERVES
4
5
6
7

Rec

Start
1
3
to
17

24
31
38
45
52
59
63

End
2

9
16
23
30
37
44
51
58
62
66

Format
F2.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F4.0
F6.0

compute 11*1 ncome 1#e«p1*enpl one 1
compute I2=incoma2*emp2*enplone2.
compute exp2a»(emp1*pop1)*<emp2*pop2)/d
corr variobles=exp2o observe2a/statisti
C o r r e la tio n C o e ffic ie n ts
EXP2A

EXP2R
0BSERUE2A

1 .0 0 0 0
.0207##

# - S i g n i f . LE .0 9

-----

OOSEHVE2A
. 020? # #
1.0000

## - S ig n if . LE .01

( 2 -ta ile d )
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FIGURE I5f ccMntIniMd:

PLOT OF EXPECTED DRTR SET2R WITH OBSERVED DRTR SET2R
For kay #a* Rppamdix
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FIGURE 16
C ^ r ç l o t i o f i C o e ff ic ie n t ond S c a tte r D Iogroe Beteeen Observed
A i r l i n e Passenger T r a f f i c and the In te ra c ta n c e Index,
U t i l i z i n g V a ria b le s P c ^ l o t i o n , Incoee, Eeplo%##ent, D is ta n c e ,
and the D is tan c e Exponent 1.D , f o r Sample Subset 2 , D ata S et A

->

include fiIe=dota2a.plot.
1 data lis t fiIe«data2a.dat/ pair 1-2 incoeel 3-9 eepl 10-16 enplanel 17-23
2
incoee2 24-30 eep2 31-37 enplone2 38-44 popi 45-51
3
pop2 52-58 d is t 59-62 observe2a 63-68.

This coeeond e i l i read 1 records free doto2a.dat
Variable

Rec

PAIR
IMC0ME1
EMP1
EMPLANE1
IMC0ME2
EMP2
EMPLAME2
POPI
POP2
DIST
OBSERVES

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

4
5
6
7

Start

End

1
3
10
17
24
31
38
45
52
59
63

2
9
16
23
30
37
44
51
58
62
68

Format
F2.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F4.0
F6.0

coepute 11»incoee1*eep1*enplane1
coepute 12»incoee2*eep2*enp1on#2
coepute exp2o"(incoee1*eep1*pop1)*(lncoi
corr vor i ab1es=exp2a observe2a/stat i st ii
- EXP2A

EXP2A
D8SEAUE2A

I.DODD
.9 2 7 5 * *

* - S i f p iif . LE .0 5

C o r r e la tio n C o e ffic ie n ts

-----

DBSEAVE2A
.0 2 7 5 **
1.0DD0
* * - S ig n if . LE .01

< 2 -to i le d )
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FIGURE 16f con tin ued :

OATm 8ET2fl WITH 068ERUED OATH SET2A
Fo r key s m Appendix
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FIGURE 17
C o r r # lo tlo n C o e ff ic ie n t and S c o tte r Diogrcm Beteeen Observed
A i r l i n e Passenger T r a f f i c and Uie In te ro c ta n c e Index,
U t i l i z i n g V a ria b le s P o p u la tio n , D is ta n c e , and th e D istan ce
Exponent 1 .0 , f o r Sample Subset 2 , D ata S at B

->

tnclude f i le«(Jola2 b .p lo l,
1 data lis t f i le«dotcàb.dat/ pair 1-2 incoeel 3-9 eepl 10-16 lncoee2 17-23
2
eep2 24-30 popi 31-3? pop2 38-44 d ist 45-48 observe2b 49-54.

This coeeand e i l i read 1 records froe dato2b.
Variable

Rec

Start

End

PAIR
IMC0ME1
EMP1
IMC0ME2
EMP2
POPI
POP2
DIST
OBSERVES

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
3
10
17
24
31
38
45
49

2
9
16
23
30
37
44
48
54

3
4
5
6

Foreat
F2.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F4.0
F6.0

coepute 11"lncoee1#eep1.
coepute l2*lncoee2*eep2.
coepute exp2b«<pop1)*<pop2)/dist*#1.
corr variables*exp2b observe2b/statistii
C o r r e la tio n C o e ffic ie n ts
EXP2B

EXP2B
0BSERUE2B

1.0000
.8497##

# - S i g n i f . LE .0 9

-----

0BSERVC2B
.8497##
1.0000
## - S ig n if . LE .01

< 2 -t a i l e d )
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FIGURE 17f con tin ued :

PLOT OF EXPECTED DATA SET2B WITH OBSERVED DATA SET28
Fo r k#y # # * Appondix
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FIGURE 18
C o r r e la tio n C o e f f ic ie n t ond S c a tte r D ia g rœ Beteeen Observed
R i r i f n e Passenger T r a f f i c and th e In te ra c ta n c e Index,
U t i l i z i n g V a ria b le s P o p u la tio n , Incoee, D is ta n c e , and the
D is ta n c e Exponent 1 .0 , f o r Soeple Subset 2 , D ata Set B

->

include file«dotq2b.plot.
1 dato lis t fiIe>data2b.dat/ pair 1-2 income1 3-9 eepl 10-16 incoee2 17-23
2
emp2 24-30 popi 31-37 pcp2 38-44 d is t 45-48 otserve2b 49-54.

This command el 11 read 1 records froe dataZ3.dat
Variable

Rec

Start

End

PRIR
INC0ME1
ETF1
IMC0ME2
EMP2
POPI
POP2
DIST
OBSERVES

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
3
10
17
24
31
38
45
49

2
9
10
23
30
37
44
48
54

3
4
5
6

Format
F2.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F4.0
F6.0

compute I1«income1"emp1.
compute 12’»i ncom#2*emp2.
compute exp2b"(income1*pop1 )* (income2*pop2)/dist**l
corr variables=exp2b observe2b/statistics=all.
C o r r e la tio n C o e ffic ie n ts
EXP2B

EXP2B
08SERVE28

1.0000
. 0022# *

# — S ig n if . LE .0 9

-----

O0SERVE2B
. 0022# #
1.0000

## - S ig n if . LE .01

< 2 -ta ile d >
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FIGW E 18r co n tin u ed :

PLOT OF EXPECTED OATO SET28 WITH OBSERVED DRTR SET2B
For k#y son Rppondlx
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FIGURE 19
C o r r c io tio fi C o e ff ic ie n t ond S c o tte r D iogroe Beteeen Observed
A i r l i n e Possenger T r o f f i c ond the In te ro c io n c e index.
U t i l i z i n g V o rio b le s P o p u lo tio n , Eeplo%#eent, O isto n c e, and the
D isto n ce Exponent 1 .0 , f o r Soeple Subset 2 , Doto S e t B

include f I I esdata2b.plot.
data lis t file*Kkito2b.dat/ pair 1-2 incoeel 3-9 eepl 10-16 incooe2 17-23
eep2 24-30 popi 31-37 pop2 38-44 d ist 45-48 observe2b 49-54.

->

This coeeand w ill read 1 records froe data2b.dat
Variable

Rec

Start

End

PAIR
IMC0ME1
EMP1
IMC0ME2
EMP2
POPI
POP2
DIST
08SERVE6

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
3
10
17
24
31
38
45
49

2
9
16
23
30
37
44
48
54

3
4
5
6

Foreat
F2.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F4.0
F6.0

coepute 11»incoee1#eept.
coepute l2"incoee2#eep2.
coepute exp2b"(eep1*pop1)*<eep2*pop2)/d
corr varioblessexp2b observe2b/siotisti
C o rr e lo tio n C o e ffic ie n ts
EIP2B

EXP28
08SERME2B

1.0000
.0340##

# - S ig n if . LE .09

0BSERVE2B
.0340##
1.0000
## - S ig n if . LE .01

(2 -to lle d )
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FIGURE lOp co n tin u ed :

PLOT OF EXPECTED DRTR SET2S WITH OBSERVED DRTR SET2B
Fo r key see Rppendix
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FI6UAE 20
C o rrttlo tio n C o e ff ic ie n t and S c o tte r D iogroe Beteeen Observed
R i r i ine Passenger T r a f f i c and the in te ra c ta n c e Index,
U t i l i z i n g V a ria b le s P o p u la tio n , Incoee, Eeplo g e an t. D is ta n c e ,
and th e D is tan c e Exponent I D , f o r Soeple Subset 2 , D ata S et B

->

include file=doto2b.plot.
1 data l i s t fIIe«data2b.dat/ pair 1-2 income1 3-9 empi 10-16 income2 17-23
2
emp2 24-30 popi 31-37 pop2 38-44 dist 45-48 observe2b 49-54.

This command will read 1 records from dota2b.dat
Variable
PAIR
IMC0ME1
EMPI
IMC0ME2
EMP2
POPI
POP2
DIST
0BSERIE6
3
4
5
6

Rec

Start
1
3
10
17
24
31
38
45
49

End
2
9
16
23
30
37
44
48
54

Format
F2.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F7.0
F4.0
F6.0

coepute 1Is i ncome 1*emp1.
compute l2«income2*emp2.
compute exp2b*<11*pop1)*< l2*pop2)/dist*
corr voriables=exp2b observe2b/stotisti
C o r r e la tio n C o e ffic ie n ts
EXP2B

EXP2B
DBSERVE2B

I.DDDD
.93DÔ»»

# - S i g n i f . LE .03

- -

DBSERVE2B
.0 3 6 6 **
I.DDDD
* * - S ig n if . LE .01

< 2 -t o i le d )
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F16WE 20,

c c N n tifH M d :

PLOT OF EXPECTED DflTfl SET2B WITH OBSERVED DRTR SET2B
For k#y so# Rppendix
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reference measurement of the mass quantity, singly or In conjunction
uilth per capita Income as a socioeconomic determinant of the potential
for Intercity air passenger travel.
The results shoum In Figures 2, 9,13, and 17 support a positive
correlation between the Interactance Index and the airline passenger
counts in 1990, when population was employed In the equation as the
sole attraction variable. Both of the sociological measures of the mass
component that were analyzed, yielded a high degree of association
between the theoretical airline traffic among each community pair and
the actual amount of Interaction. The obtained r between the predicted
potential number of passengers carried and the observed number was
0.9662 (Figure 2), and 0.9722 (Figure 13), determined significant at the
0.01 level, when the census counts for direct population were
Incorporated Into the formula for each of the 44 city pairs In sample
subset #1 and 22 pairs within sample subset #2, respectively. The
correlation values are listed in a symmetric table for the reason that
the associations between le and lo is Identical to the relation among lo
and le. There exist values of 1.0000 on the diagonal because a variable
corresponds perfectly with Its e lf.*W h e n the number of enplanements
at each airport departing for all destinations was used In the
gravitational formula Instead of the entire city population, the
calculated r was 0.8748 for sample subset #1 (Figure 9), and 0.8497
Involving sample subset #2 (Figure 17), at the 0.01 level of significance.

116 Nonisif, MorIJo J., SPSS Base Sifstem User's Guide. Copyright by SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, Illinois, 1990, p. 108.
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The dota suggest that the amount of air passenger traffic increases
proportionately with the number of persons residing in the specific
centers.
According to the theoretical eupectations, the scotter diagrams
for the data graphically depict a rectilinear relationship between
population and the obserued traffic. Although the points representing
the data on the plots do not form a perfectly straight line, and thereby
indicate that the two sets of uariates are not ideally correlated, the
majority of cases are not far removed from the constructed trend lines
and unmistakably illustrate linear data distributions.
The propensity for intra-Alaska airline passenger travel between
the geographically distributed pairs of communities was positively
influenced by the inclusion of per capita income in the interactance
equation. As illustrated in Figures 6,10 ,14 , and 18, the validity of the
interactance theory was confirmed by comparing the data generated
through formulations of the equation in which the population
component was weighted with this socioeconomic indicator, and the
observed 1990 aviation traffic. The coefficient of correlation between
the forecasted and actual traffic levels was determined to be 0.9642
when per capita income was applied in conjunction with census
population counts in the model within sample subset #1, and 0.9171
when the population dimension was measured via the number of
enplaned passengers departing from each airline terminal for all
destinations, both values of r being significant at the 0.01 level. A value
of 0.9683 at the 0.01 level of significance was calculated between the
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interactance inden, utilizing the income uarioble as uiell as direct
population, and the sample of obserued airline passenger traffic
between city pairs in subset #2, and an r of 0.9022 was rendered upon
the inclusion of income and the alternatiue sociological expression of
mass when applied to the sixteen Alaskan air service hubs and their
intrastate interacting communities. These high values of r were
anticipated, since the probability for interaction is greater for those
individuals possessing the financial resources to purchase air travel
than it is for the total population."?
The strong linear relation among the two variables, the expected
number of passengers carried as predicted via the hypothesis of
interaction and the actual number, is substantiated by the linear
distribution of the points on the constructed scatter diagrams. As the
interaction indexes increase for the formulations that were modified to
include the attraction variables of per capita income as well as
population, so did the observed intercommunity airline passenger
movements, resulting in a positive correspondence. Although the
association is not perfect, and the plots depict some variability
surrounding the generated lines of best fit, the points cluster around a
straight line.
The presence of an empirical relationship between the above
cited factors within the investigative parameters is quite evident. The
formulations of the interactance equation that most accurately

1)7 Cevenough, Joseph moron, Tormulotlon, Rflolysls ond Testing of the
Interactance Hypothesis. ' American Sociological Reuleui. uolume 15,1950, p. 765.
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estimated the actual air passenger traffic potentials between the
selected city pairs (in both sample subsets 1 and 2) were those which
incorporated either the population counts of each community as
enumerated by the census, or the number of passengers at each airport
departing for all destinations, solely or in association with the per
capita income appropriate to each center, the two specific indicators of
the population aggregates postulated to affect the amounts and
intensities of the intercommunity air passenger traffic flows. The
distribution of the selected intra-Alaska auiation traffic during 1990,
plotted on the abscissa of the scatter diagrams, depicts the close
relationship between the theoretical calculation and actual
performance. Regardless of some divergency in the distribution of
points, there is an obvious positive correlation between the amount of
passengers who traveled via airway and the accordant values eupected
from the interactance equation.
The linear trend of the data shows that the predictions between
le and lo become more successful with increasing volume of observed
passenger counts. The threshold level at which the model begins to
successfully forecast the amount of intercity airline passenger traffic
within the research content is appronimately 20, 000 scheduled air
carrier and commuter passenger movements. The degree of correlation
between the potential and observed intercommunity interaction was
somewhat lower when the number of enplaned passengers departing
from each airport for all destinations was applied in the equation as the
sociological measure of mass in place of direct population. In addition.
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the application of this uarioble caused one airline segment among the
44 end 22 pairs of cities enamined in sample subsets 1 and 2,
respectiuely, to deviate considerably in the graphic comparison of
theoretical versus actual distribution of intra-Alaska airline passenger
traffic (Figures 9, 10,17, and 18). The volumes of traffic on airline
routes of which Anchorage or Fairbanks was either the initial or
terminal point of passenger travel are compounded by international
traffic that comprises roughly 25 percent of the total commercial
activity at Anchorage International Airport, by increasing international
activity at Fairbanks International Airport, and by interstate service
prevalent at both gateway terminals. Although this study euclusively
evaluated intrastate service, the insertion of enplanements as a
sociological measure of mass into the model could have included traffic
counts pertaining to passengers who may have used the major hubs
while traveling on the routes of international and interstate air
carriers, and could have resulted in the point far removed.
The outlying case, apparent from all of the data distributions,
represents the Anchorage-Fairbanks city pair which appears on the
abscissa as the highest volume segment entrapolated from the 1990
origin and destination passenger traffic between the pairs of
communities that were examined (please refer also to Maps 3 and 4). In
addition to possessing the largest troffic volumes, the AnchorageFairbanks airline segment included the highest population counts,
number of enplaned passengers, and employment levels appropriate to
each sample subset (Table 1). These extreme values, relative to the
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remaining city pairs inuolued in the study, clearly enhanced the
relationship between the estimated and actual interaction according to
the gravity equation, fln adjustment in the obserued tra ffic levels of
subsets 1 and 2 was made by deleting the Anchorage-Fairbanks airline
segment that generated large and atypical activity w ithin the in tra Rlaska air transportation market. The coefficients of correlation
resulting from this calculation did not fall below 0.8100 at the 0.01 level
o f significance, and the graphical depiction o f the data remained a
linear trend.
The euperimental subfactor o f employment when introduced into
the indeu o f a ctivity failed to become a positive indicator of intercity
a ir passenger tra ffic w ithin both o f the sample subsets. Furthermore,
the utilization o f the number o f persons actively employed in the labor
force, armed forces, and civilian force in the interactance equation as a
socioeconomic index of the population centers, combined w ith either
alternative measure o f the mass quantity, did not produce a discernible
modulating effe ct upon passenger movements between the in tra Alaska origins and destinations investigated. The obtained correlation
coefficients fo r this data appear in Figures 7,11, 15, and 19, and range
from 0.9115 pertaining to sample subset #1, data set & to 0.9349 when
subset #2, data set B, were analyzed, both o f which being significant at
the 0.01 level. Although these values are consistent w ith those
generated by formulations in which income and both o f the population
expressions were incorporated, singly and in combination, the scatter
diagrams fo r the data illustrate poor linear distributions of the m ajority
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Of the pairs o f communities. The non-linear trends inuolue those airline

segments fo r which low er tra ffic volumes were recorded in 1990, and
the substantial clustering o f these coses mag have been largely
responsible fo r the high overall degree o f correlation.
fls eupected, the interactance equation generated sim ilar results
when the employment data were inserted into the formula along w ith
either o f the alternative population variables and per capita income,
the specific indeu o f activity. The correlation indenes evident in Figures
8, 12, 16, and 20, ranged from 0.9124 to 0.9366 at the 0.01 level o f
significance. The formulations that were analyzed w ith all o f the
expérimental indicators o f origin and destination aviation tra ffic
introduced in this thesis, depicted similar non-linear data distributions
to those indicated above and an aggregation o f airline segments which
in 1990 experienced less than 40, 000 passengers.

B. Evaluation of the interactance formula

This thesis has 1) presented the basis fo r postulating that the
potential fo r intercity airline passenger tra ffic in Alaska, w ithin a given
interval o f time, would vary directly w ith the product of some measure
o f the populations o f the pair o f communities, and w ith the
socioeconomic homogeneity between each group, and inversely w ith
some function and power o f the intervening distance between the two
aggregates; 2) provided empirical data fo r the extent of estimated
interaction occurring between tw o areas as stipulated by the
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grouitotional equation, compared uiith the actual obserued number o f
passengers carried by flig h t transportation; and 3) demonstrated the
presence o f the interactance principle tuithin the study area. The
number o f passengers traueilng by alruiay is a measurable Inden o f
Interaction that In other studies has been shoum to follow the P1P2/0
relationship, including an Investigation by Gray and Rouie of the
determinants fo r aviation demand between rural Alaskan communities
w ithin tw o specific transport regions during a four month span In
1 9 7 9 .ua

However, the true origin and destination passenger counts had

not previously been applied In the estimation o f airline tra ffic via the
Interactance equation. The observed data fo r aviation tra ffic that were
utilized In the present analysis comprised Intra-Alaska, non-dlrectional,
absolute origin and destination passenger counts (all fare classes) fo r
1990 scheduled air carrier and commuter service, as a more thorough
means o f measuring airline tra ffic flows. The true origin and destination
tra ffic counts Indicated the Initial and terminal points o f Interaction,
and furtherm ore corresponded to the population. Income, and
employment Indices that were tested In the model as the socioeconomic
characteristics particular to each community. The selection and
application of this methodological approach fo r the conducted research
seems to have contributed to the higher degree o f correlation between
the theoretical calculation o f air passenger tra ffic via the Interactance
equation ond the actual aviation transport.

lie Please refer to pages 41 and 42 of this thesis.
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The origin ond destination tra ffic data analyzed by several
particular formulations o f the interactance equation produced a
consistent pattern, despite the degree o f random variation inherent in
even a perfectly specified predictive model.**’ There was no apparent
relationship between the number o f Individual Interacts included in the
tro ffic data, in this case Intercity airline passengers, and the value o f
the correlation coefficients in the eKominotion o f sample subsets 1 and
2. The difference in tra ffic volumes among the 35 selected intra-Alaska
cities and 44 interacting pairs, and those pertaining to sixteen o f the
state's seventeen air service hubs and 22 pairs o f communities, did not
appear to be extensive enough to produce a statistical distinction in the
application o f the equation. Furthermore, the data on origin and
destination included in sample subset

formed a pattern on the

scatter diagrams comparable to that of subset #2.
The validity of the gravitational analysis o f potential intercity
interaction, as well as the reliability o f research findings is heavily
dependent upon the correct selection of variables regarding the type o f
a ctivity that the model is required to represent. The 1990 origin and
destination airline passenger tra ffic among the selected intra-Alaska
community pairs appeared to be accurately expressed by the
interactance equation when either the direct population counts o f each
center, or the number o f enplaned passengers departing from each

' * ’ Grey, JohnT. end J. Phillip Rome,The Economic Dimension* ond Feaslhlllty
of Scheduled ftir Semice In Rural masico. Institute of Social ond Economic Research,
Unluerslty of Alaska, Anchorage, Alaska, May, 1961, pp. 80 and 62.
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airline terminoi fo r oil destinotions, were incorporated into the formule
to represent the population o f the cities, singly or in conjunction w ith
per capito income applied as a socioeconomic adjusting factor fo r the
regional differences effecting the extent o f interaction. In addition, the
potential fo r population mouement uia flight transport txetween places
in Alaska was lim ited by an inuerse linear distance entered into the
model.
The successful experimental subfactors of the interaction
potential that were applied to the interactance equation in this analysis
were shown to be significant indicators o f the demand fo r airline
passenger transportation between the selected Alaskan communities.
The population and money income appropriate to each center, and the
direct linear distance separating the places competently determined
the uariations in the intercity auiation tra ffic flows during the calendar
year 1990. The most appropriate and successful measure of the
population aggregates in modifying the propensity to interact w ith
respect to airline trauel was the entry o f direct numerical counts into
the formula, solely or In addition to the income potential of each origin
and destination community. It may be obserued from an examination of
Figure 13, that the coefficient of correlation between the forecasted
and actual in tercity air passenger mouements obtained by the inclusion
o f the census population counts as the sociological measure in the
interactance equotion, was 0.9722 inuoluing sample subset #1. This
ualue represents the single highest association between the calculated
and actual auiation tra ffic produced by the uarious grauitational
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formulations, and is commensurate uiith an r o f 0.9662 uihen the same
uariable tuas applied to subset #2 in Figure 2. Comparable high
correlation coefficients of 0.9642 (Figure 6) and 0.9683 (Figure 14) mere
obtained fo r the city pair m atrix in sample subsets 1 and 2 and the
mode) upon the introduction o f per capita income as a socioeconomic
indicator in connection w ith the direct populations o f the centers. The
number o f persons of the urbanized area in uihich each airport is
located, tested in the grauity equation as the sociological
representation o f mass at the origins and destinations, singly or
combined uiith the income potential o f each place, represents an index
o f the auerage propensity to travel by ainuay between cities o f all
individuals in the community. This measure may be applied in the
formula to enhance the projection o f potential future passenger tra ffic
regardless of whether the pairs o f communities have previously had air
service.
The coefficients of correlation, ranging from 0.8487 to 0.9171 as
indicated in Figures 9 ,10,17, and 18, that were generated by the
interactance relationships which included the number o f enplanements
at each airline term inal departing fo r all destinations, support the
applicability o f this alternative demographic variable in the equation
fo r predicting potential air passenger tra ffic between pairs of cities in
Alaska. However, as noted in Chapter III. C., certain conditions
regarding the use o f this variable should be recognized. Employing a
sta tistical measure o f tra ffic generation as an index in the interactance
equation to forecast potentials o f air tra ffic flo w and produce useful
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management data, presupposes that reliable and regularly scheduled
a ir connection betuieen the interacting city pairs has already been
e stab lish e d .*T h e use o f airline passenger departures at a specific
airport fo r all destinations os a sociological expression o f population in
the grauitational analysis technique offers a means fo r eualuoting the
extent to uihich present intercommunity aviation tra ffic potentials are
being realized. The variable is not applicable fo r proposing service
between locations that so fa r have not supported reasonable air
a ctivity, and may be misrepresentative when investigating probable
tra ffic between points at which one or both o f the airports have not
been serviceable fo r long periods due to tra ffic restrictions or
determents.'^*
The research results obtained in this study provide evidence that
the demand fo r intercommunity air travel in Alaska may increase more
than expected from its proportion to the population of the relevant
centers. The correlation between the estimated and observed number
o f in tercity airline passengers as stipulated by the interactance
equation was improved by the introduction o f per capita income,
assigned os a m ultiplicative weight to the population component to
measure differences in the individual propensity to Interact via aviation
transport in various geographical locations w ithin Alaska.

120 Cochran, Douglas Lessel, Bn Euaiuatton of the Use of Grauitational Formulae
for Estimating Potentiol Bir Passenger Traffic Between CWy Pairs, fi Dissertation,

Uniuersity of Oregon, June, 1968, p. 54.
'21 ibid., pp. 108 and 109.
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The aggregation o f the cases that resulted from the correlation
between the expected and actual interaction data when the
form ulations o f the equation were used that included the number of
persons actiuely employed in the labor force, armed forces, and civilian
force, may indicate a variety o f pertinent circumstances. The findings
suggest that occupation may not be a primary determinant o f intercity
air travel by individuals w ithin Alaska, and that this attraction variable
is ineffective in influencing tra ffic potentials when utilized in the model
as a socioeconomic characteristic o f the communities. Conversely, the
employment index may represent a complementary difference between
places that do indeed contribute to potential aviation tra ffic, but where
interaction is curbed because of the presence o f additional factors
which need to be fu rth e r examined.
The observation that the interactance theory bodes well and is
e fficie n t fo r evaluating origin and destination airline passenger tra ffic
between pairs o f cities in Alaska, implies that there exists a uniform
per capita pattern o f travel consumption by air passengers which is
modified w ith income, and that aviation service is of equitable
significance to inhabitants within the state notwithstanding the
demographic characteristics or geographic situation of their places of
residence.
The correlation between the estimated and actual intercommunity
passenger tra ffic data may be close in part because transport via
airw ay w ithin the state reflects a thoroughly established, very
representative type o f interaction, fo r which the laws of probability are
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o p p lic ab le.12 2

The low value of the distance maHimizing euponent

signifies wide and easy fields o f movement, thus indicating the
transferability o f air passenger tra ffic in Alaska and the efficiency o f
the aviation network in its intercommunity movement of persons. As
mentioned previously in Chapter III, sections A and C, o f this thesis,
interaction by airway transportation entends beyond the traditional air
service markets, and this mode o f travel is engaged in by a large
portion o f the population. Substitution w ith rood, roil, and marine
transport is mostly unavailable to the prospective traveler, and is often
insufficient in locations where these alternative modes supplement air
service. The demand fo r airline service therefore does not fluctuate
w ith vacillations in the Alaskan economy as determinedly as in states
throughout which variant tra ffic modes are competitive. The total
volume o f passenger travel is essentially confined to scheduled and
non-scheduled air carrier and commuter transport. Of the
transportation modes available w ithin the state system, the airplane
directly serves the most persons, and Alaska therein surpasses the rest
o f the country per capita in the amount of air mileage traveled, number
o f a ircra ft, and air freight and air mail volumes.
The euperimental factors, investigated as indices o f tra ffic
activity, that demonstrated accurate predictive power confirm the
postulate that intercity airline passenger volumes in Alaska are
modified by gravitational forces. The computational results suggest

122 Cflusnaugh, Joseph Roron, Formulation. Rnolysis and Testing of the
Interactance Huoothesis. A Dissertation. University of Washington, 1950, p. 92.
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that air passenger tra ffic demand is directly proportional to the
population density o f each place, that auiation tra ffic varies ivith the
intervening straight line distance betiveen the pair o f interacting
centers, and that the distance-related decay in passenger movements
via intercommunity flig h t transportation occurs continuously and
evenly in each direction in proportion to the distance from the origin of
travel. In addition, the interaction is to some entent affected by the
complementarity o f the populations o f the city pairs, uihich was
accommodated by the interactance equation via measuring the
spending power o f the interacting populations.
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CONCLUSIONS UNO FUTURE RESERRCR OIRECTIONS

A. General euoluation o f the study

The findings o f this study support the u tility o f the interactance
model as a versatile method to project intercity movements in tra ffic
studies. The approach offered efficien t computation and effective
quantitative testing o f the obtained results. Furthermore, the observed
association betiveen interaction, community attributes, and spatial
distance provided insight into the interrelation among the incorporated
components and the variables that mere utilized to represent them. The
model revealed the extent to mhich the postulated factors modulate
interaction betuieen individuals and th eir degree of constancy under
the research

c o n d it io n s * ^ ] ,

and perm itted an examination o f divergent

cases. Based on its versatility, it is plausible to predict applicability of
the model to analyze various specific types o f interactions fo r ivhich
the appropriate indices have been determined. It should be noted,
hoivever, that informed Judgments are required throughout the
evaluation process as seen in the present study ivith a city pair that

•23 Hammer, Carl and Fred Charles ilelé, ’‘Intercity Telephone and Rlrllne Traffic
Related to Distance end the ‘Propensity to Interact*.” Soclometry. uoiume 20,1957, pp.
315 and 516.
142
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possesses comparable population density and socioeconomic
qualifications, as ufell as provides sim ilar airline service and terminal
facilities, but nevertheless may produce variant air passenger tra ffic
volumes.'24
The interactance formula provides a basis tvith uihich absolute
origin and destination data may be applied to aid in tra ffic floui
analysis. There is now sufficient evidence verifying the suitability o f
the hypothesis o f interaction to study the management o f passenger
transportation via scheduled air service in Alaska. Such gravitational
analysis o f intercommunity airline tra ffic levels could fa cilita te the
evaluation and control o f passenger movements w ithin a state so
dependent upon effective and reliable air transportation and,
consequently, increase the generation o f aviation tra ffic . Moreover, the
interactance equation could be applied in conjunction w ith what is
w idely recognized as the most precise and extensive econometric
projection model o f Alaska, the "Man in the Arctic Program" (MAP)
technique formulated by the In stitu te fo r Social and Economic Aesearch
in

A n c h o ra g e .*2 5

By simulating the evolution o f the Alaskan economy,

this model is currently being used to generate forecasts regarding
economic variables that presumably a ffe ct income and employment

124 Cray, John T end J. Phillip Rome, The Economic Dimension» and Feetlblllty
of Scheduled Air Serulce In Rural RIaslca. Institute of Social end Economic Research,
Uniuersity of Alaska, Anchorage, Alaska, May, 1981, p. 80.
State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, Alaska
nutation Sustem Plan. Phase I Report: Appendices. Published by TRA/Farr, Anchorage,
Alaska, August, 1982, p. 288.
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leuels, and, therefore, auiation tra ffic uolumesJ^^ Estimations of the
demand fo r airline seruice made by tra ffic analysts are founded on
econometric projections and the past and present relationships
between the economic indicators and intrastate air passenger tra ffic
data. The interactance formula could thereby be utilized as a
theoretical predictiue device by planners, local airlines, financial
analysts, and/or regulators to estimate the passenger tra ffic demand
between cities in Alaska, evaluate the eutent to which intercommunity
aviation tra ffic potentials ore being realized, forecast tra ffic levels
resulting from service changes, and propose alternative service
patterns, airline routes, and schedules.
Acknowledgment should be given to the fact that the hypothesis
of interaction calculates and compares the relative potential
interaction between population groups, and is not expected to indicate
the exact amount o f tra ffic . In the present study, the model has
analyzed the airline tra ffic potentials of the selected centers
regardless of the type or purpose o f trip undertaken by each traveling
passenger (inasmuch as this inform ation is not recorded in airway
service counts). Because the motivations fo r passenger movement are
not documented, the representation o f aviation interaction by the
gravity equation is established via historical statistical data concerning
the m obility rates o f individuals in subgroups o f a population, and by

126 Ibid..
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the theorization of a perpetuity in travel behavior ivithin the specific
environment.*^?
Studies o f aviation tra ffic have demonstrated that the number o f
passengers carried between tw o locales is modified by the density of
communities w ithin the geographic vicinity.*?» Observed intercity
tra ffic among airline terminals about tw e n ty-five minutes apart has
shown to be low er than would be eupected on the basis o f population
and intervening distance, fls the size o f a market area is altered by the
introduction of additional service stations, one community may fa ll into
the m arket area surrounding the other, thus perturbing the analysis.*?»
However, the lim itation o f the present study to intra-Alaska flig h t
transportation largely eliminated the "nearby airport problem" and the
compleuities involved in allocating the appropriate eutent of the
m arket area of each air terminal, a task requiring an elaborate analysis
o f the tra ffic generated at the respective airports. Ulhen utilizing the
interactance equation to estimate potential aviation tra ffic between
city pairs in which several airports compete fo r passenger service, the
employment of direct numerical population counts in the formula, as an
eupresston of the mass quantities, may not be the most representative

*?? Berry, Brian d. L. and Duane F. Marble, Spatial ftnalysis. Published by
Prentice-Hall, inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1968, p. 56.
128 Maghill, G. R., "A Critique of the C. A. R. Studies on the Air Traffic Generation
In the United States. ' Journal of Air Law and Commerce, uoiume 20,1953. p. 160.

I?» Ibid., pp. 160 and 164.
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measure, because it mould be d iffic u lt to Identify that population
segment uihich uses flig h t tronsport at the uarious air carrier terminals.
This research mas confined to scheduled passenger actlulty
betmeen cities In Alaska. The Inclusion o f Interstate and International
passenger tro ffic In the study mould houe additionally affected the
floms mithin the auiation netmork, particularly the volumes of
euchange ot Anchorage, Fairbanks, and Juneau airports, considered in
this study by the Insertion o f the total number o f enplaned Individuals
at each terminal as a variable In the equation. Significant volumes of
passenger tra ffic in Alaska are also generated by unscheduled
commuter flights that frequently service rural communities throughout
the state. Passenger counts referring to these airline operations are
homever not recorded in the scheduled origin and destination data, and
mere consequently absent from the totals applied in this mork. Analysis
and Interpretation o f the data obtained In the thesis are therefore
restricted to the research parameters incorporated Into the specific
formulations o f the Interactance model.

B. Aecommendatlons fo r future research

The research carried out In this study may conceivably be utilized
as a basis fo r furthergoing investigations into aspects o f aviation
Interaction and state-m ide travel patterns, mhlch entend beyond the
scope o f this thesis and mould require additional resources. By refining
Its components, the interactance equation could be made more
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pow erful to résolue the analyses o f passenger airline tra ffic in general
and in Alaska in particular. For euample, the inclusion of uariable
measures o f distance may improue the correlation between the
theoretical and actual interaction. Furthermore, the demand fo r
intercom munity airway transportation may be influenced by
management factors such as the auailability o f aircraft at each airport.
J. T. Gray and J. P. Rowe haue suggested that there exists a higher leuel
o f passenger tra ffic in markets offering more than two scheduled air
carriers, because o f the Inclination of local operators to judge demand
and react in consonance w ith the com petition.'^" Traffic flow could also
be influenced by route structure (the conuenience o f a direct
connection between origin and destination), roundtrip fares (including a
distinction among rates fo r business, firs t class, and coach classes of
trauel), seruice schedule (doily or weekly frequency), and specific
term inal facilities. All of these factors were assumed to be at an
auerage leuel in this thesis.
On the other hand, the tem ptation to modify or expand the
interactance formula has its own shortcomings. Although a
transform ation o f the distance uariable in the application of the
interactance formula to project auiation tro ffic potentials may assist in
the identification o f distinct spatial patterns, the nature and form of
nonlinear treatm ents are both laborious and cumbersome to

130 Gray, John T. end J. Phillip Rowe. The Economic Dimensions and Feasibility
tif S c h e d u le d B Ir Seruice In Rural ftlaslca. Institute of Social end Economic Research,
U n iu e rs ity of Alaska, Anchorage. Alaska. May. 1961, p. 64.
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In corporate.']' Moreover, the modification o f linear measures by many
o f these alternative vieivs o f Intervening distance may not be effective
In eKomining airline passenger travel consumption in Alaska, due to the
noncompetitive nature o f the state transportation system and the
unique role of aviation uilthin the network that result from the lack of
overland modes throughout most regions, and the relative ease and
convenience of movement from location to location via air transport.
Travel cost, when entered into the Interactance equation as the
distance variable In place o f the direct intercity airline mileage, has
also produced unsatisfactory results possibly because fares tend to
increase in a few large Intervals and In various directions in flight
transportation, rather than gradually and continuously from the origin
o f travel. Distance could also be interpreted sociologically, by
enpressing the direction o f travel in the model via one-way aviation
tra ffic data that would acknowledge the originators versus the
recipients of interaction.']^ However, as previously noted, defining
distance by some social term nullifies the Euclidean properties o f space
embodied in the equation and introduces topological difficulties when
mapping the distribution o f distance between places.']] Thus, the

' ] ' Cliorley, Richerd J. and Peter Raggett, Models In Geography. Published by
Methuen and Company, Ltd., London, Great Brltlan, 1967, pp. 560 and 561.
']2 Hammer, Carl and Fred Charles I kit," Intercity Telephone and HIrllne Traffic
Related to Distance and the Propensity to Interact . Sociometry. uoiume 20, 1957, p.
507.
' ] ] Chortey, Richard J. and Peter Raggett, Models In Geography. Published by
Methuen and Company, Ltd., London. Great Brltlan, 1967, p. 560.
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addition o f numerous hypothesized Indicators o f interaction to the
grauity formula sometimes counteracts the primary elements o f the
model, namely its simplicity and efficiency o f calculation.
The hypothesis o f interaction could be fu rth e r developed by
separately manipulating the dimensions proposed by the model. The
population, leuel o f socioeconomic intensity, and distance factors could
be modified independently via analyzing several variables and powers
while the other dimensions are held constantes* Each o f the
formulations o f the equation would generate differe n t values of
correlation between the anticipated and actual interaction, and could
fa cilita te the determination o f meaningful indices fo r inclusion into the
hypothesis. The appropriate variables could then be tested in the
interactance equation on an annual basis and over the longest time
interval fo r which observed tra ffic data are available. In that respect,
the most successful estimations presented in this thesis were rendered
by the formulas which analyzed airline segments on which a total o f at
least 20, 000 passengers traveled via scheduled air carriers and
commuter flights. Thus, in the future, larger volumes o f actual
passenger tra ffic counts should be tested in the relation between the
forecasted interaction according to the model and the observed
performance, fo r instance 5 years of reported intercity movements,
followed by a decade, etc.. fl comparison of the computed associations

134 couanaugtt, Joseph Reron, Formulation. Bnalusts and Testing of the
interoctance_H_iipothesl$. R Dissertation. Uniuersity of Washington, 1950, pp. 129-131.
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fo r each year, as loell as the comprehensiue time period, may specify
im portant distinctions that should be considered in the equation.*3s
Acceptable sources o f values fo r the variables that mere
introduced into the interactance equation in this analysis include state
wide predictions o f community demographics, based on the appraisal of
the socioeconomic effects o f various proposed plans and programs, and
the projections supplied periodically by the United States Department of
Commerce, Bureau o f the Census, as iveii as the Alaska Department of
Labor, Aesearch and Analysis. These agencies update the population,
income, and employment figures from surveys and forecasting methods
based on d iffe re n t economic and public policy s c e n a r io s ." if growth
rates are presumed to remain constant, historical growth rates may be
used as forecast variables in the interactance model, and aviation
officials could be consulted fo r input values if air service data are to be
utilized to sociologically measure distance in the formula."3? It must be
recognized that the gravitational projection o f probable interaction
nevertheless becomes increasingly less precise when applied to larger
forecasting time periods due to the assumptions incorporated into
forecasts, and because miscalculations intensify as lim itations o f the
specific research design, procedure, and input data are ewceeded.i^s
"35 Ibid., p. 30.
"36 Grey, John T. and J. Phillip Rowe, The Economic Dimensions and Feaslbllltg
of Scheduled Bir Seruice In Rural Blaslca. Institute of Social and Economic Research,
uniuersity of Rlaska. Anchorage. Alaska, May, 1981, p. 91.
"37 Ibid., p. 92.
"38 Ibid., p. 82.
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The application o f the grauity concept o f human interaction has
in this study been restricted to state-ufide auiation trauel potentials
w ithin Alaska. It would be interesting to conduct research on numerical
ualues th at could be assigned to the equation as allowances fo r
uariations in the auerage propensity to interact o f groups of indiuiduals
residing In the three transport regions w ithin the state, each
characterized by a distinct network, and assess its correspondence
w ith the entrapolated sample of obserued tra ffic . The auailability of
ouertand transportation modes and the price-defined altematiues
specific to each region may proue useful in the identification of suitable
auiation policies and programs, as well as the generation of financial
data according to the d iffere n t options under consideration.
The competency o f the grauitational estimation o f potential
airline tra ffic between city pairs may also be improued by analyzing the
attraction o f connecting cities of origin or destination and its e ffe ct on
the to ta l intra-Alaska passenger load, in addition to the initial and
term inal points o f trauel that were euamined in this inuestigation. This
adjustm ent to the model could augment the practicality of the
interactance technique as applied to auiation planning, since seruice
scheduling accommodates connecting passengers as well as those
originating locally.'^Q

139 Cochran, Douglas Lessel, An Euaiuatlon of the Use of Grauitational Formulae
f a r Estlmotinq Potential Air Passenger Traffic Betuieen d ig Pairs. A Dissertation,

uniuersity of Oregon, June, i960, pp. 121 and 123.
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UJ. J. Platt has suggested that the political, economic, and
recreational relationships between pairs o f communities mag fu rth e r
contribute to intercity trowel demand.*^ In his application o f the
PaPb/D formula to auiation tra ffic among 58 d ifferent métropoles in
September and October, 1946 i* ', seueral o f the city pairs that
illustrated a high degree o f tra ffic based on the the effects of
population and distance analyzed by the equation, were hubs of
commercial actiuity. The author concluded that m ajor centers possess
an eKtraordinary drawing power, and that manimum tra ffic potentials
may therefore be attained between pairs o f these air tra ffic cities
notwithstanding a significant interuening distanceJ^^ Thus, fu rth e r
studies should be directed toward the deuelopment of an index for
measuring the extent o f community interest prouided by m ajor centers
o f gouernment or business, and the introduction o f an accounting factor
into the projection formula fo r those airports situated in a resort
location or immediately proximal to a m ajor tourist attraction, such as
Denali National Park and Kenai National Wildlife Refuge. These locations
may incur larger volumes o f passenger movements than would be
expected by the population and income level appropriate to the

140 Platt, Ulllllam J., 'Euoluattng intercity fllrTroftlc. Parts 1 and 2." nir
Transport. September. 1946, and October, 1946.
141 Please refer to Chapter II. 8. for a more detailed account of the research
u n d e r ta k e n by IV. J. Platt.

1^2 Platt, ivilllam J., "Eualuoting Intercity Air Troffic, Port 2." fllrlransport.
October, 1946. p. 01.
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particular community."43

obtained ualues may correlate more

accurately w ith the performed interaction, whereby the tra ffic
generation potentials could indicate whether small uolumes of
passenger tra ffic are related to a lack of community interest, or If
inadequate air seruice eventuates in low intercity attraction.
In summary, the results o f this study demonstrate the usefulness
o f the interactance approach to analyze and estimate airline tra ffic
between settlements in Alaska. Concurrently, the findings reveal the
adaptability of the method to specific circumstances, and indicate its
potential to provide furthergoing resolution in future studies on
transportation.

143 Ibid., pp. 123 and 124.
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